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ABSTRACT
COMPATIBILITY OF SEMICRYSTALLINE/AMORPHOUS
lONOMERIC BLENDS
SEPTEMBER 1995
CHUI-WAH ALICE NG, B.Sc, HONG KONG BAPTIST COLLEGE
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor William J. MacKnight
Two semicrystalline/amorphous ionomeric blend systems, the blend of poly(ethyl
acrylate-co-4-vinylpyridine) with metal neutralized sulfonated poly(ethylene terephthalate)
(EAVP/PET-SO3M) and the blend of nylon 4 with lithium neuU'alized sulfonated
polystyrene (N4/SPS-Li), were investigated. The motivation of this work was to use
specific interactions between the polymer pair to form miscible or compatible blends for
property enhancement. Additionally, particular effort was made to address the competing
phenomena between the phase mixing by virtue of the specific interactions and the phase
separation possibly induced by the crystallization of the semicrystalline component.
For the EAVP/PET-SO3M blend, an extensive study was undertaken to investigate
the various factors affecting the compatibility behavior and hence the ultimate mechanical
properties of the system which include: (1) the effects of stoichiometry of the interacting
groups upon the amorphous phase; (2) the effects of stoichiometi-y of the interacting groups
upon the crystalline phase: (3) the effects of functionalization level of the constituent
polymers; and (4) the effects of counterions of the ionomer component.
virtue
Results showed that compatibiUzation of EAVP/PET-SO3M was achieved by
of the formation of a metal-pyridine-sulfonate group coordination complex between the
polymer pair. However, complete miscibiUzation was not obtained even at the highest level
of functionalization, 10 mol %. The crystallization of the PET-SO3M component was
found to induce some phase separation, but the system remained compatibilized via specific
interactions. On the other hand, the crystalHzation behavior was affected by the phase
mixing, the level of sulfonation and the counterions of the ionomer. Dramatic improvement
of the ultimate mechanical properties was accomplished as a result of the favorable
interfacial adhesion across the phase boundaries as compared to the immiscible
counterparts.
For the N4/SPS-Li blend, the composition dependence of the compatibilization was
investigated in relation to the effects of crystallinity level of the N4 component and the
water content of the system. Results showed that compatibilization was achieved by virtue
of tiie specific interactions between the amide groups and the lithium sulfonate groups.
Samples with a high level of crystallinity exhibit consistently higher glass transition
temperature (Tg) than those with low crystallinity. Wet samples were found to have a
lower T than tiie dry counterparts due to the plasticization effect
vi
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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) is a commerciaUy important material which has
found numerous applications in the food and beverage, medical and pharmaceutical,
household and chemical, and electronic and automotive markets. The end-use appHcations
of PET are found in rigid and flexible packaging, composite molded structures and tapes
and discs of various kinds. Nylon (N4) has great potential in the textile and apparel
markets. It is a unique thermoplastic material because it retains the performance properties
typical of other nylons but possesses an inherent water absorbency unmatched by other
synthetic fibers.^ In order to tailor these materials for various applications, blending them
with other polymers remains an active area of research in both academia and industry.
Multiphase polymer blends have been of great importance in the development of
new synthetic materials. " However, the development of new useful blends is severely
limited by the complete incompatibihty of many polymer pairs of interests. The general
challenge of polymer blending is to overcome the low entropy of mixing and unfavorable
enthalpy of mixing of most high molecular weight polymers. For many polymer blends,
high interfacial tension and weak interfacial adhesion lead to ill-defined morphologies with
coarsely phase separated structures and inferior ultimate mechanical properties. One of the
basic strategies is to improve tiie adhesion across phase boundaries in order to control
morphology. The enhancement in the degree of interfacial adhesion is ultimately
responsible for the improvement of the mechanical properties of the system. The interfacial
adhesion can be achieved by incorporating a small amount of ionic moieties along the
1
chains of either or both of the constituent polymers in the blend in order to create specific
sites for intermolecular interactions between the otherwise immiscible polymer pair.^'^^
The ion-containing polymers or ionomers constitute an interesting class of materials
with a unique combination of covalent hydrocarbon polymer chains with a smaU amount of
ionic salt species (up to 15 mol %) in the same molecule. Unique properties of ionomers
are derived from the interactions of ionic groups with the surrounding medium. The
tendency of the ions to aggregate in media of low dielectric constant may lead to the
formation of multiplets or clusters which can act as thermolabile crosslinks or a separate
phase. Thus, this class of materials has been a topic of intense research efforts. Various
models have been proposed to describe the spatial arrangements of the ionic groups in the
matrix including the core-shell model proposed by MacKnight et al^^ and the liquid-like
model of Yarusso and Cooper.^"* However, there are still a lot of questions remaining to
be answered. The combination of long hydrocarbon chains and ion-ion or ion-dipole
interactions causes several of the bulk and solution properties of ionomers to be profoundly
affected. Mechanical, thermal and rheological properties are usually strongly modified.
Solubility and solution behaviors are also significantly influenced depending on the ionic
group content, type of counterions and specific solvation. Several review articles and
monographs have been devoted to this subject. ^^"^^ These ionic salt species in the
ionomers are capable of interacting with other polymer chains through various kinds of
interactions such as acid/base, ' hydrogen bonding, ion/dipole or transition metal
25-28
complexation, which can promote compatibilization or miscibilization of otherwise
immiscible polymer pairs. Miscibility in this context refers to a one phase blend in the
thermodynamic sense, while compatibility refers to a two phase blend in which interactions
between the phases (perhaps interfacial adhesion) lead to an enhancement of properties.
2
lonomeric blend systems containing predominantly non-crystalline components
have been a subject of continuous interest for more than a decade. They offer the desired
simplicities of having single-phase morphologies for the investigation of the structure-
property relationship of the materials. Eisenberg and co-workers'' demonstrated that
pairwise interactions of a minimum of 5 mol % of ionic moieties along a polymer backbone
are necessary for the miscibilization of polymer blends containing polystyrene and
poly(ethyl acrylate), as evidenced from dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA).
The enhanced mixing was achieved by proton transfer of the sulfonic acid to the basic
vinylpyridine, which led to the formation of a coulombic bond. MacKnight and co-
30-32
workers examined both acid-base interactions and zinc transition metal complexes
between sulfonated polystyrene and poly(ethyl acrylate-co-4-vinylpyridine). Results
mdicated that both types of specific interactions led to an immiscible two-phase system
when the ionic contents are less than 5 mol % and a single mixed phase system was
achieved above 5 mol %, as determined by DMTA.
In recent years, multiphase semicrystalline/amorphous blends have received
increasing attention in the ionomer field. The systems that have been explored include
nylon 4 with lithium neutralized sulfonated polystyrene,"^^ nylon 6 with sulfonated
34 35
polystyrene, ' poly(ethyl acrylate-co-4-vinylpyridine) with zinc neutralized sulfonated
36 37
PET, • and poly(caprolactone) with sulfonated styrenic block copolymer ionomer.^^ It
is obvious that the presence of the semicrystalline component adds to the difficulty in
assessing the compatibility of the blends. Nevertheless, the crystalline phase behavior can
be utilized effectively to probe the compatibilization of a semicrystalline/amorphous
ionomeric blend as will be demonstrated in this investigation. One of the objectives of our
studies is to try to unravel the rich and complex phase relationship among the various
components constituting a multiphase polymer blend system. While there are many factors
contributing to the complex phase behavior of semicrystalline/amorphous blends, particular
effort is made to address the competition between the specific intermolecular interactions
that could lead to compatibiUzation and the crystallization of the semicrystalline component
that could lead to phase separation.
In this work, two semiciystalline/amorphous ionomeric blend systems namely, the
blend of poly(ethyl acrylate-co-4-vinylpyridine) with metal neutralized sulfonated
poly(ethylene terephthalate) (EAVP/PET-SO3M) and the blend of nylon 4 with hthium
neutralized sulfonated polystyrene (N4/SPS-Li) are investigated. The motivation is to
demonstrate that specific interactions can be successfully and effectively utilized as a tool to
promote compatibiUzation or miscibUization of polymer blends which will ultimately
enhance the materials properties. In general, the compatibilization or miscibilization of an
ionomeric blend system can be controlled by (a) adjusting the amount of specific
interactions between the otherwise immiscible polymer pair which can possibly be varied
by the concentration of ionic moieties or polar groups incorporated in the respective
polymer chains, and/or (b) modifying the strength of the interactions which in turn can be
manipulated by the choice of the counterions of the sulfonate ionomers. Hence, with the
capability of modifying the compatibility behavior of the blends, it is anticipated that the
morphologies of the material and hence the ultimate properties could be better controlled.
The thesis is divided into seven chapters. Chapters 2 to 5 are devoted to a
comprehensive study of the EAVP/PET-SO3M blend at both the microscopic and
macroscopic levels in order to elucidate the structure/property relationship of this system.
Fourier transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) is used to examine the nature and degree
of the specific intermolecular interactions among the incorporated functional groups
between the polymer pair. Thermal analysis. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) and
Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTA), are employed to assess the blend
compatibility behavior.
4
Chapters 2 and 3 examine the effects of stoichiometry of the specific interacting
groups upon the natures of the amorphous and the crystalline phase of the EAVP/PET-
SO3M blend, respectively. Specifically, Chapter 2 discusses the influence of the
stoichiometry of the incoiporated functional groups on the extent of specific interactions
and hence the degree of compatibilization. Chapter 3 focuses on the phase behavior of the
semicrystalline component in which the ciystallization kinetics, melting behavior and the
morphology are examined in relation to the nature and degree of blend mixing as described
in Chapter 2. Based on the isothermal crystallization results conducted by DSC, the
nucleation and growth mechanism are analyzed using the Avrami equation. The melting
behavior of the modified blends obtained from DSC measurements is compared and
contrasted against their unmodified counterparts. Besides, the structural organization of the
crystalline phase is further examined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
Chapter 4 discusses the effects of functionalization level of both constituent
polymers on the overall compatibility behavior of the blend system, where the
stoichiometry of the interacting groups is maintained as 1 : 1 sulfur to nitrogen ratio. The
influence of the blend compatibility on the ultimate mechanical properties is examined by
measuring the tensile properties.
Chapter 5 examines the influence of counterions of the PET ionomer on the phase
behavior and the ultimate mechanical properties of the blend system. The counterions
examined include the Group I and II metal ions, Li^, Na"" and Ca^"^, and the transition metal
ions, Co^"*", Ni^"^, Cu^"^ and Zn^"^. The crystallization and melting behavior of the PET
ionomers neutralized with different metal ions are compared and contrasted before and after
blending.
5
The second semicrystalline/amorphous blend system, N4/SPS-Li, is discussed in
Chapter 6. The composition dependence of the glass transition behavior and hence the
blend compatibility are investigated. Particular attention is focused on the influence of the
level of crystallinity of the N4 component and the water content of the blends on the phase
behavior of the system.
Finally, general conclusions of this work are summarized with future work and
after thoughts discussed in the last chapter.
6
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CHAPTER 2
lONOMERIC BLENDS OF EAVP/PET-SO3M:
EFFECTS OF STOICHIOMETRY OF INTERACTING GROUPS
UPON THE AMORPHOUS PHASE
2.1 Introduction
The effects of specific intermolecular interactions on the miscibility and
compatibility of polymers blends has been a subject of continuous interests for more than
a decade.^"'" Results have indicated that as few as 5 mol % of interacting groups are
enough to give a single glass transition as measured by DMTA which suggests a single
mixed phase blend system. The blend of poly(ethyl acrylate-co-4-vinylpyridine) (EAVP)
with sulfonated polystyrene (PS-SO3M) is one example and the miscibility is achieved by
either acid/base or zinc transition metal complexation mechanism.^'^^ '^ In this work, a
PET type sulfonate ionomer is used to blend with EAVP. As shown in Figure 2.1, the
backbone of the PET ionomer consists of ester linkages which carries similar functional
groups as that of EAVP. In view of the high polarity and similarities of the PET ionomer
with EAVP, it was anticipated that the miscibility or compatibility behavior of the
EAVP/PET-SO3M would be comparable if not better than that of the EAVP/PS-SO3M
blend system. As will be shown in the following chapters, the results are quite
unexpected.
In this chapter, the effects of stoichiometry of the interacting groups are analyzed
in relation to the mixing behavior of the EAVP/PET-SO3M blend. Zn^"^ is chosen as the
counterion for the PET ionomer in this part of the study mainly because favorable
2+
mteractions between Zn and vinylpyridine have been observed as mentioned above. In
addition, the phase behavior of the functionalized blends is also compared and contrasted
with the unfunctionalized counterparts. The phase compositions of the blends are
quantified using the Fox equation. Thermal analysis, DSC and DMTA, is used to
examine the phase mixing behavior of the blends. The nature of the specific interactions
between the incorporated functional groups is probed by FTIR spectroscopy. An ion-
exchange procedure is developed to exchange the sodium salt of sulfonated PET (PET-
SOsNa) with zinc ions. The uniqueness of this method stems from the heterogeneous
nature of the process with which the sulfonated PET can virtually be neutralized with any
cations without worrying about the solubility problem accompanied with the conventional
homogeneous neutralization process.
2.2 Experimental Section
Materials Used. Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) modified with 7 mol % of
sodium 5-sulfo-isophthalate was obtained from AKZO Corporate Research, Amhem
Holland. The inherent viscosity (IV) was found to be 0.44 dL/g. The sulfonate groups
were incorporated into PET by a standard two-step melt polycondensation reaction in
which 7 mol % of sodium dimethyl 5-sulfo-isophthalate was substituted for the
equivalent mole percent of dimethyl terephthalate. Poly(ethyl acrylate) and poly(ethyl
acrylate-co-4-vinylpyridine) containing 5.2 and 10.6 mol % of 4-vinylpyridine were
prepared by free radical polymerization and characterized as reported previously.^ ^ The
average molecular weights were determined by GPC and were based on polystyrene
standards. The characteristics and the nomenclature of the constituent polymers are listed
in Table 2.1. All other chemicals were purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co.
Trifluoroacetic acid (TFAA) (99% purity) and l,l,l,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol (99%
purity) (HFIP) were used without further purification.
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lo..-l^:xdianKc IVcK-ednres. The sodiuu, sal. of the sullona.al I>I:T (I'l rr SOjNa)
was subjcctaJ u, a procedure K, exchange the initial socliu.n ic.ns for hydrogen ions and
subsequently lor zinc ions. I'liT-SO.^Na (15^) was dissolved in 150 .nl. of TPAA. and
the solution was filtered through glass wch>1 and precipitated i.uo acetone. The fine white
precipitate was washed with acetone to remove residual TI AA. The precipitate was
stirred in 20% hydrochloric acid solution for 1 hour and l.ltered. Tins batch pr(K;ess was
repeated lour times to ensure complete exchange of the s.Hliuin ions l(,r hydrogen tons.
Then the precipitate was washed thoroughly with distilled dcioni/ed water (1)1)1) until ihc
lillrale tested neutral w.th pi I paper. Next, the polymer was stirred in concentrated /.inc
acclalc solution (30 g in 1(X) mL of DDI water) for 1 hour and filtered. This batch
process was also repeated lour times to ensure complete exchar.ge of ions. F-inally, the
polymer was washed with a large amount of DDI water until no detectable unreacted /.inc
accUUe was left by testing the llltratc with 0. 1 M Na( )I I solution lor precipitatior. of /.,nc
hydroxide. The polymer was dried in air and then under vacuum at 60 "C lor 3 days. A
sample was subjected to elemental analysis''' to ensure complete conversion of the
sulfonated I'l l'I' to the zinc lonn.
nitiid rrepuru(i<)ii. Modified blends with one containing stoichiometric amounts
of vinylpyridine gr()u|)s and zinc neutralized sulloiiate groups and the other an excess
amount of sulfonate groups were prepared. Unmodified blends with the .same
corresponding blend ratios but containing no vinylpyridine grou|)s were also made for
compari.son purposes. The compositions and the nomeiu latiirc of the blends are li.sted in
Table 2.2.
Individual homopolymers were predried at 60 "C under vacuum lor 2 days prior to
use. I hc homopolymers were separately dissolved in I IMP to yield a 5% (w/v) polymer
solution. The PHA or liAVP solution was added to the Pli T SO^Zn solution under
1
1
vigorous stiiTing. The blend solution was stirred for 1 day at room temperature to ensure
thorough mixing. The polymer solution was then cast onto an aluminum pan under a
slow stream of nitrogen. After removal of most of the solvent under ambient conditions,
the film was allowed to dry under vacuum at 60 °C for 3 days.
FTIR Study. Infrared spectra were obtained on an IBM IR44 FUR spectrometer.
A total of 128 scans at a resolution of 1 cm"^ were signal averaged. The samples were
cast on KBr plates from a solution of HFIP and dried under vacuum at 60 °C for 3 days.
Inherent Viscosity Measurement. The inherent viscosity of TPET-SOjNa was
determined using a Cannon-Ubbelohde viscometer at 30 °C in TFAA. The polymer
concentration was 0.5 g/dL.
DSC Measurement. A DuPont DSC 10 equipped with a Thermal Analyst 2000
was used to obtain the DSC thermograms at a heating rate of 10 °C/min and was
calibrated with indium. The scans were run with samples ranging from 10 to 15 mg from
-75 to +250 °C under a nitrogen purge to prevent oxidative degradation. The glass
transition temperature, Tg, was taken as the midpoint of the change in heat capacity at the
transition. All samples were heated to above melting and held at 250 °C for 10 minutes
to render the samples completely amorphous. Amorphous samples were obtained by
quenching from above melting temperature to -20 °C. Semicrystalline samples were
prepared by annealing the quenched samples in the DSC at 150 and 175 °C for 1 hour for
all the blends and zinc neutralized sulfonated PET, respectively. The percent crystallinity
of the annealed samples was estimated by assuming an enthalpy of melting of 1 13 J/g for
100% crystalline PET.^^
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DMTA Measurement. The dynamic mechanical properties of polymer samples
were measured using a Polymer Laboratories PL-DMTA instrument at a frequency of 1
Hz. The modified blends and zinc neutraUzed sulfonated PET samples were prepared by
compression molding at about 240 °C under vacuum and low pressure. Amorphous
samples were made by removing the molten samples from the press and cooling them
rapidly between two cold metal plates. Semicrystalline samples were prepared by
anneaUng the quenched samples under a nitrogen atmosphere at 150 and 175 °C for 1
hour for the blends and zinc neutralized sulfonated PET, respectively. The PEA and
EAVP samples were compression molded between two sheets of aluminum foil at 50 °C
and the films were tested as sandwiched. The sample sizes were all approximately 25
mm X 12 mm X 0.5 mm. The single cantilever mode was used with a 2-mm free length.
Samples were scanned from -50 to +150 °C at 3 °C/min. The glass transition
temperatures were taken as the peaks in the tan 5 plots.
2.3 Results and Discussions
2.3.1 FTIR Study
The level of specific intermolecular interactions between vinylpyridine and zinc
sulfonate groups was probed with the use of FTIR spectroscopy. Figure 2.2 shows the
resulting FTIR spectra: (a) lOEAVP, (b) EAVP/PET-S03Zn-25/75, and (c) EAVP/PET-
S03Zn-58/42 in the 1550-1650 cm"^ region.
In Figure 2.2a, the broad absorbance peak at 1600 cm'^ corresponds to a pyridine
ring stretching. In Figure 2.2b, the 1618 cm'^ band corresponds to a pyridine ring
stretching as a result of the formation of the zinc-pyridine complexes. This assignment is
supported by similar findings of two separate FTIR spectroscopy studies of ionomeric
blends containing EAVP. In the first study, Peiffer and coworkers examined a blend of
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EAVP with zinc neutralized sulfonated ethylene-propylene-diene-monomer.^' They
assigned the absorbance band at 1618 cm"^ to the pyridine ring stretching as a result of
the formation of zinc-pyridine complexes. In the second study, MacKnight and
coworkers examined a blend of zinc neutralized sulfonated polystyrene with EAVP and
their respective model compounds.^' They assigned the absorbance band at 1620 cm"^ to
be the pyridine ring stretching with zinc-pyridine complexation. In Figure 2.2c, the
absorbance band at 1618 cm"^ corresponds again to pyridine ring stretching with zinc-
pyridine complexation as primarily observed for EAVP/PET-S03Zn-25y75, and the
absorbance band at 1598 cm'^ corresponds to free pyridine ring stretching.
On the basis of the spectroscopy results, the formation of zinc-pyridine complexes
is considered to be nearly complete in the blend of EAVP/PET-S03Zn-25/75. However,
the double peak observed for the blend of EAVP/PET-S03Zn-58/42 indicates the
presence of both coordinated and free pyridine rings. The high degree of complexation in
the 25/75 blend is possibly due to the presence of an excess amount of sulfonate groups.
Another possible explanation could be the presence of a higher concentration of ionic
moieties (10 mol % of VP) per unit EAVP chain in the 25/75 blend, which in turn
provides more interacting sites for complexation to occur.
2.3.2. Degree of Compatibility
As stated before, the objective of this investigation was to examine an ionomeric
blend system containing a multiphase (semicrystalline) component. The degree of
crystallinity of the semicrystalline component is an important determinant of blend
compatibility; its influence on the degree of compatibilization has been evaluated by DSC
and DMTA. The annealing temperatures, determined as the temperature at which a
maximum AH^ was observed, for PET-SOjZn and EAVP/PET-S03Zn-25/75 occurred at
175 and 150 °C, respectively. The optimum annealing time at these selected temperatures
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in relation to AH^(maximum) was chosen as 60 minutes, at which point the rate of
increase of AH^ has significantly decreased. The selected annealing conditions for
EAVP/PET-S03Zn-25/75 were also applied to other blends listed in Table 2.2. The
optimum annealing conditions for pure PET to maximize crystallinity require
considerably longer time periods (>16 hours) at temperatures very close to the T^.^^ For
this study, similar conditions would not be practical due to the thermal instability of the
ionomeric systems. However, it is believed that the selected annealing conditions
sufficient to elucidate the effect of crystallinity upon the blend compatibilizat
are
:ion.
DSC Study. DSC thermograms of the constitutent polymers and the quenched
and annealed blends are shown in Figures 2.3-2.5 respectively. The DSC results for the
constitutent polymers and the blends are summarized in Table 2.3.
In determining the degree of compatibility for multiphase blends by DSC, a
general limitation occurs when the Tg's of the components are too similar. A minimum
difference in Tg's of about 30 °C can usually be resolved by DSC with a significant
degree of confidence. As shown in Table 2.3, the difference in Tg for the individual
components is greater than 70 °C. Unmodified blends of EA/PET-S03Zn-25/75 and
-58/42, both quenched and annealed samples, are considered immiscible since there is no
measurable shift in their Tg's and the value for the ATg's remain constant in comparison to
the transitions of their respective homopolymers.
For the modified blend of EAVP/PET-S03Zn-25/75, the quenched sample
displays Tg's at 43 and 63 °C. The Tg at 63 °C, a downward shift of 10 °C from that of
the amorphous, pure PET-S03Zn polymer, is considered to be associated with the PET-
S03Zn rich phase resulting from the partial mixing of the polymer pair. The Tg occurring
at 43 °C is found to be intermediate between the Tg's of the respective homopolymers.
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Hence, i, is postulated that the T, a, 43 «C originates from a mixed phase containing
approximately equal amounts of the two constituents. As for the EAVP rich phase, if
any, its cannot be discerned from the DSC measurements possibly because (I) its AC,
is too small to be detected or (2) the domain size is beyond the detection limit of the
instrument. Upon annealing, both T,'s observed in the quenched sample broaden
significantly as shown by the AT, values. The T, associated with the PET-SOjZn rich
phase experiences a slight upward shift from 63 to 69 "C. This shift is probably due to
the development of ciystallinity in the sample which influences the amorphous PET-
SOjZn rich phase. However, the T, due to the mixed phase decreases from 43 to 38 "C
upon annealing. One of the possible explanations could be that the amount of the
amorphous phase of the PET-SOjZn component decreases upon annealing, which leads
to an increase in the relative amount of the EAVP phase in the mixed phase, and thetefore
the Tj of the mixed phase decreases accordingly.
Unlike the blend of EAVP/PET-S03Zn-25/75, which displays significant
compatibilization upon mixing, the modified blend of EAVP/PET-S03Zn-58/42 displays
compatibilization but to a lesser extent as indicated by the relative shift of both T 's and a
moderate increase in ATg's, as compared to the respective homopolymers in both the
amorphous and semicrystalline states. It is also noted that both the T, and AT values
remain more or less the same after annealing, unlike the behavior observed in the case of
the EAVP/PET-S03Zn-25/75 blend.
It is a well-known fact that the glass transition is accompanied by micro-Brownian
segmental motion in the amorphous phase of the polymer. Upon annealing of a
multiphase polymer blend, crystallization takes place at the expense of the amorphous
phase. As a result, with the reduction in the amount of amorphous material in the blend,
the heat capacity change (ACp) at the glass transition decreases to such an extent that the
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transuion becomes much less prominen,. In this respect, the determination of the
becomes ambiguous in the semicrystalline polymer blends. In view of this inherent^
uncenainty. the DMTA technique was employed to further invesdgate the phase behavior
of the polymer blends.
DMTA Study. It is known that DMTA is more sensitive in detecting T^ than
DSC. Therefore, this technique is used to further probe the phase behavior of the
blends. The unmodified blends will not be considered here because they showed no
miscibility by DSC. Both quenched and annealed samples were examined to investigate
the effect of crystallinity on the level of compatibilization. The tan 5 results are
summarized in Table 2.4.
Both modified blends exhibit two different relaxation processes characteristic of
their respective component phases. For both quenched samples, the two tan 6 peaks are
narrow and distinct as shown in Figures 2.6a and 2.7a. The merging of the two peaks
indicates that the polymer pairs are compatible on a 50 to lOOA level as a result of the
specific intermolecular interactions between the salt groups and the vinylpyridine. For
the annealed samples, the tan S peaks broaden as presented in Figures 2.6b and 2.7b.
This indicates that a range of microenvironments is present which relax at slightly
different temperatures. However, the changes of the temperatures of the tan 6 peaks from
those of the pure constituents are still evident.
An examination of the PET-S03Zn rich phase in the pure PET-S03Zn and both
modified blends sheds additional light on the modification of the relaxation behavior
induced by crystallization. The corresponding tan 5 peak (the higher temperature peak in
the blends) is found to shift to higher temperatures upon annealing. In addition, the width
of the relaxation peak is much broader compared to the quenched sample. These
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observations may be explained as follows: (1) the crystals may be restricting the long
range segmental motion accompanying the glass transition in the amorphous phase, and
thus the tan 5 peak temperature is raised; (2) the semiciystalline sample is acting like a
composite system in which different phases relax at slightly different temperatures, and
hence the entire relaxation process is broadened.
Interestingly, the EAVP rich phase in both modified blends behaves in an exactly
opposite manner. For EAVP/PET-S03Zn-58/42, the tan 6 peak of the EAVP phase
decreases from 8 to 4 °C upon annealing unlike the behavior obsewed in the PET-SOjZn
rich phase discussed above. The explanation could be that the EAVP phase, instead of
being stiffened by the crystal formation as in the PET-S03Zn rich phase, is becoming
richer in EAVP composition upon crystallization of the amorphous PET-SOjZn
previously present in that phase. Therefore, the tan 5 peak temperature is shifted
downward. For EAVP/PET-S03Zn-25/75, the shoulder at 45 °C in the quenched sample
is again postulated to be associated with a mixed phase of both polymers which has
already been observed from the thermal behavior shown by DSC. However, the lower
tan 5 peak associated with the EAVP rich phase could not be detected here because either
the amount of material is too small or it is totally incorporated into the mixed phase.
Upon annealing, the shoulder at 45 °C disappears into a broad transition and a very small
shoulder at about 8.5 °C (which might not be easily seen from Figure 2.6b) appears to be
superimposed upon the very broad transition with a maximum at 72 °C. This small peak
could be attributed to the EAVP phase being enriched in EAVP upon annealing and thus
becoming discernible from the broad transition. However, the reason for the
disappearance of the shoulder at 45 °C is not well understood.
Determination of Phase Compositions. Phase compositions in all blends were
calculated from both DSC and DMTA data according to the Fox equation:
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\ (2.1)
where is the glass transition temperature of the phase, T^, and T^^ are the glass
transition temperatures of the individual pure components, and W, and are the weight
fractions of each individual component in that phase. Results calculated are summarized
in Tables 2.5 and 2.6.
On the basis of the results calculated with the DSC data, both unmodified blends,
quenched and annealed samples, show essentially pure phases. For EAVP/PET-SOsZn-
25/75, both quenched and annealed samples, it is shown that the two polymers are
significantly mixed in the "mixed phase" and also in the PET-SOsZn rich phase, but to a
much lesser extent. For EAVP/PET-S03Zn-58/42, both quenched and annealed samples,
moderate mixing is observed in both EAVP and PET-SOsZn rich phases. This level of
mixing as shown from the phase compositions, however, is less than that of EAVP/PET-
S03Zn-25/75.
The phase compositions calculated from the DMTA data differ from those
determined from the DSC results. For EAVP/PET-S03Zn-25/75, the quenched sample
shows a similar phase mixing pattern as observed from that based on the DSC data with
significant mixing in the "mixed phase" and some mixing in the PET-SOgZn rich phase.
However, the DMTA technique is sensitive enough to probe the EAVP rich phase in the
annealed sample which cannot be detected by DSC. The "mixed phase" in the annealed
sample could not be resolved by DMTA as its peak is probably undetectable under the
broadened PET-S03Zn rich phase peak as shown in Figure 2.6b. For EAVP/PET-S03Zn-
58/42, both quenched and annealed samples apparently show better phase mixing based
on the DMTA results as compared to the DSC results. However, with the higher
sensitivity and resolving power of DMTA, the phase compositions calculated should
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renec. more closely the actual phase compositions in the blends. Nevertheless, the degree
of mixing is considered moderate as compared to that of the 25/75 blend.
Interestingly, it is observed that there is a general phase composition shift in all
blends upon crystallization of the PET-S03Zn component as shown in Tables 2.5 and 2.6.
This positive shift in the EAVP composition could be rationalized in pan by the relative
enrichment of the EAVP components as a resuU of the ciystallization of the amorphous
PET-S03Zn in the respective phases.
It should be noted that the phase compositions calculated for the blends did not
match with the overall bulk compositions as shown in Table 2.2. Apart from
experimental error, one of the major reasons is that the calculations based on the Fox
equation failed to take into account the effect of specific interactions on the composition-
dependent glass transition temperature. The calculated results are by no means absolute;
however, they serve as a guide for quantifying the degree of mixing in the two modified
blends in comparison to the unmodified counterparts.
2.4 Conclusions
With the incorporation of a small amount of interacting groups in both poly(ethyl
acrylate) and poly(ethylene terephthalate), the blend is made partially compatible as
demonstrated by DSC and DMTA. The intermolecular interactions between the
otherwise immiscible polymer pair through a zinc transition metal coordination complex
between the interacting pairs along the chain backbone were successfully probed with
infrared spectroscopy. It is found that the specific interactions are more complete in
EAVP/PET-S03Zn-25/75 than those found in the 58/42 blend. With DSC, the relative
extent of compatibility of the two modified blends is readily rationalized. The modified
blend of EAVP/PET-S03Zn-25/75 is found to be significantly compatibilized as revealed
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by DSC with a representative of the mixed phase. However, the EAVP/PET-SOjZn-
58/42 blend is only partially compatibilired as shown by the merging of the two T^'s,
representative of its constitutent polymers. Thus, on the basis of the FTIR and DSC
findings, it is shown clearly that more favorable specific interactions between polymer
chains indeed give rise to better mixing between the otherwise immiscible polymer pair.
More detailed phase behavior of the modified blends is further investigated using DMTA
due to its higher sensitivity in detecting the glass transition. It is found that boU, modified
blends show partial compatibilization as indicated by the merging of the two tan 5 peaks.
Furthennore, it is interesting to investigate the different phase behaviors between the
quenched and annealed blends. The results reveal that the PET-SOjZn rich phase,
behaving in a similar manner to pure PET, is "stiffened" upon crystallization as shown by
an increase in T,, whereas the EAVP rich phase is becoming richer in EAVP component
upon crystallization of the PET-SOjZn in that phase, thereby resulting in a decrease in T
.
The degree of mixing in both modified blends is further quantified with a series of phase
composition calculations using the Fox equation.
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Figure 2.1 Chemical structures of (a) EAVP, (b) PET-SOgZn, and (c) PS-SOaZn,
where x denotes the mol % of functionalization.
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Figure 2.2 FTIR spectra for (a) lOEAVP, (b) EAVP/PET-SO,Zn-25/75
and (c) EAVP/PET-S03Zn-58/42.
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Figure 2.3 DSC thermograms of constituent polymers: (1) IPET-SO^Zn
(annealed); (2) 7PET-S03Zn (quenched); (3) lOEAVP; (4) 5EAVP; (5) PEA.
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Figure 2.4 DSC thermograms of polymer blends in the quenched state: (a)
EA/PET-S03Zn-25/75; (b) EAVP/PET-S03Zn-25y75; (c) EA/PET-SO.Zn-
58/42; (d) EAVP/PET-S03Zn-58/42.
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Figure 2.5 DSC thermograms of polymer blends in the annealed state: (a)
EA/PET-S03Zn-25/75; (b) EAVP/PET-S03Zn-25/75; (c) EA/PET-SOsZn-
58/42; (d) EAVP/PET-S03Zn-58/42.
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CHAPTER 3
lONOMERIC BLENDS OF EAVP/PET-SO3M:
EFFECTS OF STOICHIOMETRY OF INTERACTING GROUPS
UPON THE CRYSTALLINE PHASE
3.1 Introduction
The results described in Chapter 2 have unequivocally demonstrated the
effectiveness of incorporating ionic moieties along polymer chain backbones to
compatibilize immiscible polymer blend of PEA with PET. Despite the fact that the
semicrystalline component can induce phase separation upon crystallization, thereby
lessening the effect of the specific interactions in the polymer system, blend
compatibilization is still observed.
In this chapter, special emphasis is focused on the impact of the specific
interactions upon the crystalline phase within the blend matrix. The crystallization of
PET has been the subject of a great deal of interest in both the industrial and academic
fields. The techniques for the enhancement of the crystallization rate of PET include the
incorporation of heterogeneous nucleating agents such as polymer fibers,^ inorganic
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oxides and organic salts. " The crystallization rate enhancement mechanism is said to
involve the formation of "activated surfaces" to facilitate crystallization. Among the
different types of "activated surfaces", ionic groups located at the ends of polymer chains
were found to be capable of accelerating the crystallization rate of PET. On the basis of
the above finding, it is postulated that the specific interactions (which are also ionic in
nature) might induce similar rate enhancement upon the crystallization kinetics of a
semicrystalline/amorphous ionomeric blend. Nevertheless, the crystallization of this
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ionomeric blend might be further complicated by the enhanced mixing of the polymer
pair by virtue of the presence of the specific interactions. Therefore, efforts are made to
understand the complex relationship between the crystallization and the blend
compatibilization of this semicrystalline/amorphous ionomeric blend. In this regard, the
crystallization kinetics, melting phenomena, and the morphologies of the ionomeric
blends are examined. It is anticipated that the results derived from this study will
advance our understanding of the mechanism of specific interactions in compatibiUzing
polymer blends, in particular semicrystalline/amorphous ionomeric blends.
3.2 Experimental Section
Materials Used. The polymeric materials used here are the same as those
described in Chapter 2. The characteristics of the constituent polymers and their blends
are listed in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. Blends were prepared in the same manner
as described in Chapter 2.
Crystallization Kinetics. A Perkin-Elmer DSC-7 was used for all DSC
measurements and was calibrated with indium. All scans were run with samples ranging
10 to 15 mg in weight under a nitrogen purge to prevent oxidative degradation. All
samples were heated to 250 °C and held at this temperature for 10 minutes to ensure that
the molten state had been reached. The samples were then rapidly cooled, at a nominal
rate of 500 °C/min, to the crystallization temperature, T^. The heat evolved during the
crystallization process was recorded as a function of time. The initial development of
crystallization, denoted as time t = 0, was taken by assuming the final baseline as the
baseline for the entire isotherm and projecting backward the final baseline to the forward
edge of the crystallization isotherms. The crystallization isotherms were then analyzed by
the Avrami equation.
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Melting Behavior. The mdting behavior of all the blends and zinc neutralized
sulfonated PET was examined using DSC. After crystallizing at various T.'s, the samples
were quenched from T, to 25 "C and then heated at a rate of 10 »C/min to 250 "C. The
melting temperatures of the blends were taken as the peaks of the multiple melting
endotherms.
Morphology. A very dilute (0.125% - 0.25% (w/v)) blend solution in
hexafluoropropan-2-ol (HFIP) was prepared. A thin polymer film was made by casting
the solution directly on a carbon-coated copper grid. The solvent was allowed to
evaporate slowly in a saturated HFIP atmosphere for 3 hours. The specimens were
further annealed on a hot stage at 150 °C for 1 hour under a nitrogen flow to optimize the
crystallinity of the blend samples. The sample specimens were examined using a JEOL
lOOCX electron microscope operating at 100 ke V.
3.3 Results and Discussions
3.3.1 Crystallization Kinetics
The isothermal crystallizadon kinetics of the polymers listed in Table 2.2 were
investigated with DSC. This method was chosen because it required only small sample
sizes and at the same time provided sufficient sensitivity to monitor the entire
crystallization process.
The crystallization half-time, ti/2, defined as the time required to attain half of the
total crystallinity, was used as a measure of the rate of crystallization at a particular T^.,
the crystallization temperature. The crystallization isotherms of the polymers were
further analyzed by the Avrami equation:^
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1-X^ = exp(-Zt")
ln[-ln(l-Xj )] = nlnt + lnZ
Z =
In 2
( ti/2 )"
(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
where X, is the crystaUinity attained after time t, Z is the overall rate constant which is
defined in equation 3.3. and n is the Avrami exponent, which is related to the mode of
nucleation and the dimensionality of growth. In the calorimetric study, = A^/A^,
where A^ is the partial area recorded at time t and A„ is the total area under the isothermal
curve. A graphical determination of n was made by plotting In [- In ( 1 - )] versus In t.
The calculated values of the kinetics parameters are summarized in Table 3.1.
Figure 3.1 shows the plot of t,;2 versus T, for all the blends and zinc neutralized
sulfonated PET. For each polymer system, i,a is found to increase with T,. This
indicates that the crystallization process is conducted in the nucleation-controlled regime.
Nevertheless, the t,/2 for all the blends is shorter than that for the zinc neutralized
sulfonated PET crystallizing at the same T^.. In particular, the \,a for both modified
blends is shorter than that for the corresponding unmodified blends crystallizing at the
same T^.. In addition, the overall rate constant Z shown in Table 3. 1 shows a similar trend
as that of the i^^i-
It is known that the sulfonate groups in PET-SOjZn aggregate to form multiplets
or lower order clusters above a sulfonation level of 5 mol %. Additionally, there has
been experimental evidence about ionic groups located at the end of the polymer chains
acting as nucleating sites, thereby accelerating the crystallization rate of polymers.
"
Sodium o-chlorobenzoate incorporated into PET is one example. Therefore, with the
addition of the PEA moiety into PET-S03Zn, some of the PEA phase might be
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incorporated into the aggregates through ion-dipole interactions of the C=0 from the
acrylate group and the S03Zn group. On the basis of the above experimental findings, it
is postulated that more effective nucleating sites are therefore formed in the unmodified
blends, which could explain the enhanced crystallization rate as compared to that of the
pure zinc neutralized sulfonated PET. Nonetheless, the stronger zinc transition metal
coordination complex involving the sulfonate groups and the vinylpyridine groups which
is responsible for the enhanced mixing of the EAVP phase with the PET-S03Zn phase
should provide even more stable and more effective nucleating sites for crystallization to
take place. Therefore, this should further accelerate the crystallization rate of the PET
component in the modified blends as compared to that of the unmodified counteiparts. In
agreement with this rationalization, it is observed that the crystallization rate of
EAVP/PET-S03Zn-25/75 is indeed faster than that of the 58/42 blend crystalUzing at the
same T^.. This is obvious as the specific interactions among polymer chains are more
favorable in the 25/75 blend as clearly shown by infrared spectroscopy study in Chapter
2. Consequently, this results in higher nucleation efficiency, which further enhances the
rate of crystallization.
As mentioned before, the crystallization kinetics were investigated in the
nucleation-controlled regime. The observed trends of the crystallization rates among all
the blends and PET-S03Zn should scale with the concentration of the nucleating sites in
that the higher nucleation densities result in faster crystallization rates. This could be
easily observed and demonstrated by examining the morphology of the blend system,
which will be discussed in the later section.
With respect to the growth mechanism of the crystalline component in the blend,
it is generally analyzed in terms of the Avrami exponent, n. According to the Avrami
theory, the exponent n should be an integer which reflects certain mechanistic behavior of
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crystal growth. However, nonintegral values of n were obtained in this study. Aside
from experimental error, there are many other reasons for the discrepancy between the
theoretical prediction and the actual crystallization phenomena of polymer systems.^
However, it is believed that the Avrami exponent n, which may not adequately describe
the actual mechanism of crystal growth, can stUl be useful for comparison purposes in
this investigation.
As found in Table 3.1, the Avrami exponent n is approximately equal to 2 for all
the blends and zinc neutralized sulfonated PET for T, = 170-185 °C. As T increases to
higher temperatures, n is found to increase to nearly 3 except for EAVP/PET-S03Zn-
58/42 and its unmodified counterpart, where n still remains about 2. This suggests that
the crystal growth mechanism in zinc neutralized sulfonated PET. EAVP/PET-SOaZn-
25/75 and its unmodified counterparts is changing from one type to another within the
range of T, studied. However, for the EAVP/PET-S03Zn-58/42 and its unmodified
counterparts, such change in growth behavior is not observed. On the basis of the above
findings, it is postulated that the presence of the specific interactions among the polymer
chains or specifically the modification of the nucleation mechanism does not exert a
strong effect on the value of n in the range of T^. studied. Instead, the significant increase
in the amount of a second phase, the PEA or EAVP phase, might be responsible for the
inhibition or retardation of the mechanistic change of crystal growth in the polymer
matrix within the range of T^ investigated. However, a full explanation for this
phenomenon is not available.
3.3.2 Melting Behavior
The melting behavior of the crystalline component in the blends and zinc
neutralized sulfonated PET was examined as a function of T^ using DSC. The samples
were first isothermally crystallized at various T„'s ranging from 170 to 195 °C for
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sufficient time to ensure complete crystallization and were then quenched to room
temperature. The samples were then heated at a rate of 10 °C/min beyond melting. With
crystallization time up to 2 hours, the subsequent DSC measurements can be assumed to
reflect closely the crystal formation at the specified T
.
Semicrystalline PET is known to exhibit classical multiple endothermic
transitions, the lower endotherm being approximately 10-20 °C above the annealing
temperature.^ The lower endotherm has been associated with a discontinuous crystallite
size distribution, which is very sensitive to the annealing conditions. Roberts^ presented
evidence for a reorganization mechanism. As the annealing temperature approached the
higher endothermic transition, only a single endothermic transition was observed, which
appeared at higher T^. As shown in Figure 3.2a, the zinc neutralized sulfonated PET
used in this study also exhibits multiple melting endotherms and similar behavior upon
annealing. In Figures 3.2 and 3.3, it is shown that for all the blends and zinc neutralized
sulfonated PET, there is an increased contribution to the higher endothermic transitions
when crystallized at progressively higher T^., and the values of T^ increase accordingly.
This is due to higher molecular mobility of the system at higher T^.. which has already
been observed in pure PET.^ However, for both unmodified blends and pure zinc
neutralized sulfonated PET, as shown in Figure 3.2, similar melting behavior with respect
to the shape and peak width of the endotherms is observed for samples crystallized at the
same T^. except that the melting peaks occur at slightly lower temperatures for the
unmodified blends. This suggests that the crystallite sizes and distribution within the
unmodified blend matrix are very similar to those of zinc neutralized sulfonated PET.
But in view of the slight depression of melting peak temperatures in the unmodified
blends, their crystals are considered to be slightly less perfect than those of pure
sulfonated PET, possibly due to the presence of the EA phase. However, it is believed
that the crystals are growing in localized regions within the polymer matrix, preferentially
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m the sulfonated PET rich phase in order to achieve a similar crystal growth environment
and perfection as in pure sulfonated PET. In this respect, the similarity in melting
phenomenon serves as an indicator of incompatibility in the unmodified blends.
Unlike the unmodified blends and zinc neutralized sulfonated PET, both modified
blends show very different melting pattems as shown in Figure 3.3. The melting
endotherms appear broader, and the peak temperatures are several degrees lower.
Especially at higher T^,, the crystals in the unmodified blends can attain higher perfection
as shown by the sharpness of the melting transitions. Thus, it is apparent that the
presence of specific interactions between polymer chains significantly interrupts the
crystal growth process, which is manifested by the much broader endotherms and a
relatively larger contribution to the lower temperature endotherm for samples
crystallizing at the same T^.. This perturbation of crystal growth arising from specific
interactions provides additional evidence for the compatibility of these modified blends.
It is found that the normalized melting enthalpy based on the multiple endotherms
is in general lower for the modified blends than that of the unmodified counterparts. The
results for the blends and zinc neutralized sulfonated PET are shown in Table 3.2 and
Figure 3.4. Again this behavior can be associated with the presence of specific
interactions between polymer chains which decreases the crystallizability of the PET
component in the modified blends. In addition, it is interesting to find that the AHj^
values for the modified blends show a monotonic decrease with increasing T^., unlike that
observed in the case of PET-SOjZn. These phenomena further show that the presence of
specific interactions reduces the crystallizability of the blend system, even though the
polymer chains have higher mobility at higher T^. On the basis of the results of the bulk
crystallinity and kinetics studies, it is interesting to note that the specific interactions
enhance the crystallization rate of the semicrystalline component and at the same time
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reduce the c^-stallinity of that componen. in *e blend. One possible explanation could
be tha, the nucleation densities induced by the presence of specific interactions ^rc so
high that the crystallites grow very fast simultaneously but in a chaotic manner, leaving
little space for further crystal growth and thus giving rise to an overall lowering of the
bulk crystallinity.
3.3.3. Morphology
The morphologies of the polymer blends, both modified and unmodified, were
examined using TEM. It is anticipated that with this technique the impact of the specific
intermolecular interactions between the polymer pair can be discriminated through the
differences in the morphologies of the blends.
As presented in Figures 3.5-3.8. spherulite formation is clearly observed in all the
blends with sufficient electron density contrast between the amorphous region consisting
of both the PEA or EAVP and zinc neutralized sulfonated PET components and the
crystalline region. This is indeed a unique feature about this blend system in that it does
not require sample pretreatments such as staining and chemical etching for proper
imaging. Unlike the blends, the zinc neutralized sulfonated PET would require staining
to provide the necessary contrast to image the spherulites.
It must be recognized that the morphologies revealed by TEM show only the
phase relationship between the crystalline region of zinc neutraUzed sulfonated PET and
the amorphous region of both the PEA or EAVP phase and zinc neutralized sulfonated
PET, but not the individual phases of zinc neutralized sulfonated PET and PEA or EAVP.
Nevertheless, it is hoped that the organization of the spherulites can give some
information about the phase behavior of the polymer pair.
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In the blends of EA/PET-S03Zn-25^5 and EAVP/PET-S03Zn-25/75, the lower
magnification TEM pictures in Figures 3.5a and 3.6a respectively show two different
phase morphologies. In the unmodified blend, spherical domains of about 3^tm in
diameter are observed. Spherulites are mosdy localized in those spherical regions, with a
few residing along the boundaries of each domain. However, spherical domains are not
observed for the modified blend. Instead, the spherulites are found to be dispersed
throughout the polymer matrix. In Figure 3.7a, similar spherical domains are observed
for EA/PET-S03Zn-58/42 but they are not as pronounced as in the 25/75 blend. In
Figure 3.8a, the low magnification view also shows a more disperse distribution of
spherulites in EAVP/PET-S03Zn-58/42 as compared to its unmodified counterparts. But
again this is not as pronounced as the 25/75 counterparts.
ures
With the morphologies examined under higher magnification, as shown in Fig
3.5b, 3.6b, 3.7b, and 3.8b, more subtle features are revealed. It is found that the
spherulites of the unmodified blends are in general larger and better developed and their
branches are thicker than those of their counterparts. This strongly supports the fact that
the absence of strong specific interactions between the polymer pairs leads to a less
interrupted crystal growth process as manifested by the melting behavior presented
previously. On the other hand, as the PEA phase or EAVP phase increases, the
spherulites become more open, which indicates that more of the second phase is
incorporated within the spherulites of the crystalline component. Another important
feature observed is that the density of spherulites is found to be lower in the unmodified
blends. This confirms the hypothesis stated earlier that the nucleation density for crystal
growth is lower in the unmodified blends. This further demonstrates the notion
previously discussed that specific interactions act as nucleating sites to enhance the rate
of crystallization of the PET component within the polymer matrix.
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3.4 Conclusions
An ionomeric blend system of poly(ethyl acrylate-co-4-vinylpyridine) with zinc
neutralized sulfonated PET was investigated with special emphasis on the impact of the
specific interactions upon the ciystalline phase of the polymer system. From the kinetics
studies, the semicrystalline component (zinc neutralized sulfonated PET) is found to
crystallize at a faster rate under a nucleation control mechanism due to enhanced
nucleation efficiency originating from the specific interacting sites. On the other hand,
increased amounts of PEA or EAVP phase are shown to be able to infiuence the
crystallization mechanism of the PET component in the polymer matrix at high T,.
Further, the melting behavior of the blends is significantly modified as the interchain
interactions interfere with the crystallization process of the PET component in the matrix.
This in turn leads to a decrease in the degree of crystallinity and T, and a broadening of
the melting endotherms. In summary, the presence of specific interactions enhances the
rate of crystallization without affecting the crystallization mechanism, but does reduce the
crystallizability of the system. The morphology, examined by TEM, of the blends is
altered as a result of the ionic modification. The spherulites are observed to be less well
developed, smaller in size, and denser in population due to the compatibility of the two
polymer phases.
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Table 3.1
Crystallization Kinetics Parameters
polymer
TPET-SOsZn
EAVP/PET-S03Zn-25/75
EA/PET-S03Zn-25/75
EAVP/PET-S03Zn-58/42
(°C)
195
190
185
180
175
170
195
190
185
180
175
170
195
190
185
180
175
170
195
190
185
180
175
4/2
(min)
28.2
20.2
17.2
13.2
11.9
9A
12.6
7.8
5.6
4.0
3.0
23.1
13.1
7.9
5.0
4.7
iiZ
22.9
15.7
11.2
8.7
6.6
rate constant Avrami
Z (x 10"^) exponent
(min)'/" n
0.6
2.6
12.0
52.9
22.5
77.0
12.3
68.0
155.5
416.2
694.0
989^
0.5
10.5
88.8
555.7
655.5
586.2
5.3
34.6
75.3
169.2
243.5
2.9
2.6
2.3
1.9
2.3
2A
2.5
2.2
2.2
2.0
2.1
3.1
2.5
2.2
1.7
1.7
L8
2.3
1.9
1.9
1.7
1.8
EA/PET-S03Zn-58/42 195 25.3 5.9 2.3
190 17.8 12.5 2.3
185 12.7 91.1 1.9
180 9.9 206.1 1.7
175 8.9 137.2 1.9
170 5.9 547.2 1.6
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Figure 3.1 Crystallization kinetics: plots of i^^ versus T^.
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Figure 3.4 Melting behavior: normalized AH^^ versus T^..
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Figure 3.5 TEM pictures for EA/PET-S03Zn-25/75: (a) low and (b) high
magnifications.
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(a)
Figure 3.6 TEM pictures for EAVP/PET-S03Zn-25/75: (a) low and (b)
high magnifications.
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(a)
Fif-iire 3.8 TI-M pictures lor l<AVlVPIi'r-S03Zn-58/42: (a) low and (b)
high magnifications.
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CHAPTER 4
lONOMERIC BLENDS OF EAVP/PET.SO3M:
EFFECTS OF FUNCTIONALIZATION LEVEL
4.1 Introduction
The focus of this chapter is to examine the effects of functionaUzation level of the
constituent polymers upon the overall compatibility behavior of the blend system. The
extents of functionaUzation of both polymer constituents are varied simultaneously whUe
the stoichiometry of the interacting pair is maintained at 1:1 ratio and the blend
compositions are kept constant in all the blends. Again, efforts are made to examine the
competition between the specific intermolecular interactions that could lead to
compatibiUzation and the crystalUzation of the semicrystalline component that could lead to
phase separation. On the other hand, the influence of the compatibility on the
crystallization behavior of the sulfonated poly(ethylene terephthalate) component is also
investigated by comparing the behavior of the semicrystaUine homopolymers with the
blend. The effect of the compatibiUzation introduced as a result of the specific interactions
on the large deformation mechanical properties wiU be assessed by comparing the
functionaUzed blends to their unmodified counterparts.
The sulfonated poly(ethylene terephthalate) ionomer has been known for a long
time and is usually in the form of the sodium salt with a sulfonation level in the range of 1
to 2 mol %. It is used for improving the dyeability of the polyester for various applications
such as textile fibers.^ However, this sulfonated poly(ethylene terephthalate) remains to be
explored as only a few studies " have been undertaken to understand this polymer as an
ionomer at various levels of sulfonation neutralized with different counter-cations. The use
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of different counterions wiU likely influence the behavior of the ionomer as weU as its
interaction with other funcdonalixed [K,ly™er chains and this wiU be the subject of intetest
in the following chapter.
4.2 Experimental Section
Materials Used. Poly(ethyl acrylate) PEA and poly(ethyl aciylate-co-4-
vinylpyridine) EAVP with different vinylpyridine (VP) contents (2, 5 and 10 mol % VP)
were prepared by free radical polymerization and were characterized previously.^
Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) and sodium neutralized sulfonated PET (PET-S03Na)
with 2 mol % sulfonation were generously supplied by E.I. DuPont de Nemours. The 4
and 10 mol % PET-S03Na were kindly supplied by AKZO Corporate Research, Amhem
Holland. The sulfonation levels of the various PET-S03Na were confmned by elemental
analysis.^ The PET-S03Na's were then subjected to an ion-exchange procedure as
described in Chapter 2 to replace the sodium with zinc ion to yield PET-S03Zn's. The
chemical structures of the polymers are schematically shown in Figure 2.1a and b. The
nomenclature and characteristics of the constituent polymers are summarized in Table 4.1.
Blend Preparation. Blends containing stoichiometric amounts of vinylpyridine
groups and sulfonate groups were prepared by solution blending. An unmodified blend
containing no interacting groups in both polymers was also prepared for comparison
purposes. In addition, the blend compositions were kept almost the same for all samples.
The composition and nomenclature of the blends prepared are listed in Table 4.2.
Individual constituent polymers were predried at 60 °C under vacuum for 1 day
prior to use. The constituent polymers were separately dissolved in 1,1,1,3,3,3-
hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP) to yield a 5% (w/v) polymer solution. The PEA or EAVP
solution was added to the PET-S03Zn solution under vigorous stirring. Due to the gelation
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in blends of high functionalization level, all blend solutions were heated to 70T for 5
hours in a nitrogen atmosphere to ensute tho^ugh mixing. TT,e polymer solution was then
cast onto a TeHon dish under a slow stteam of nitrogen. After most of the solvent was
removed at ambient conditions, the polymer fto was allowed to dry at 60 °C for 3 days
under vacuum.
Molecular Weight Determination. The molecular weights ofPEA and the various
EAVFs were deteimined by GPC as reported.^ For PET and the various PET-SOsNa's.
inherent viscosity measurements were performed using a Cannon-Ubbelohde viscometer at
30°Cintrifluoroaceticacid. The polymer concentration was about 0.5 g/dL. The results
are summarized in Table 4.1.
FTIR Study. Infrared spectra were obtained on an IBM IR44 FTIR spectrometer.
A total of 128 scans at a resolution of 1 cm"^ were signal averaged. Samples were
dissolved in HFIP solution and were cast into thin films on a flat Teflon sheet under a slow
stream of nitrogen. The concentrations of the solutions used ranged from 2 to 6 % (w/v).
The thin films were further dried at 60 °C for 3 days under vacuum.
DSC Measurements. A Perkin-Elmer DSC-7 was used to obtain DSC thermograms
and was calibrated with indium and water. Experiments were run with samples ranging
from 5 to 10 mg under a dry nitrogen purge to prevent moisture and oxidative degradation.
To obtain the thermal behavior of the as-cast films, the samples were equilibrated at -50 °C
and heated to the molten state (270 °C for OB and 2B; 250 °C for 5B and lOB) at 10 °C/min.
Quenched samples of both the blends and the constituent polymers were obtained by
heating in the molten state for 5 min and quickly quenching to -50 °C. The thermal
behavior of the quenched samples was probed by heating from -50 °C to the molten state at
a rate of 10 °C/min. Annealed samples were obtained by annealing the quenched samples at
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150 °C for 15 min and the thermal behavior was examined as described above. The glass
transition temperatures (T^ were taken as the midpoints of the change in heat capacity.
The melting temperatures (TJ and the crystallization temperatures (T,) were taken as the
peaks of the transitions. The heat of fusion (AH^) and crystallization (AH,) were
measured by calculating the area under the appropriate endothermic or exothemiic peaks
and were normalized per gram of the semicrystalline component in the blends. The percent
crystallinity of the crystallized samples was estimated by assuming an enthalpy of melting
of 1 13 J/g for 100% crystalline PET.*°
DMTA Measurements. Dynamic mechanical properties were measured using a
Polymer Laboratories PL-DMTA instrument at a frequency of 1 Hz. Quenched samples
were prepared by compression molding under low pressure and a nitrogen atmosphere in
the molten state for 1 min to erase the thermal history and were cooled quickly between two
cold metal plates. Solution cast blend samples were cut into appropriate sizes and
examined as-cast. The PEA and EAVP samples were compression molded between sheets
of aluminum foil at 50 °C. Due to the brittleness of the PET-SOjZn polymers, films could
not be prepared. All specimen sizes were approximately 25 mm x 13 mm x 0.5 mm.
Experiments were performed in a single-cantilever mode using a 5.2-mm free length and
were scanned from - 100 to 200 °C at a rate of 3 °C/min. The T^'s were taken as the peaks
in the tan 5 plots. The modulus data were treated with the PL-DMTA End Correction
Software to correct for sample clamping efficiency.
Tensile Measurements. Uniaxial stress-strain data were obtained with an Instron
Testing Instrument Model 4202 equipped with a series IX Automatic Materials Testing
System for automatic data acquisition. Solution cast samples were used and cut into thin
strips of approximately 6 mm x 0.5 mm x 80 mm. Experiments were run with an initial
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gauge length of 40 mm at a constant crosshead speed of 4 mm/min at room tempemture.
Three to five samples were examined for each material and the results averaged.
SEM Measurements. A JEOL JSM-35CF Scanning Electmn Microscope operating
at 20 KV was used to examine fracture surfaces. Compression molded samples were
prepared and were freeze fractured at liquid nitrogen temperature. The samples were coated
with a thin layer of gold for examination under the microscope.
4.3 Results and Discussions
4.3.1 Nature of Specific Interactions
Understanding the nature and extent of specific interactions between functional
groups of two different types of polymer chains is fundamental to the elucidation of
structure-property relationship of ionomeric blends. In this section, we wiU be examining
the effects of functionalization level upon the nature and extent of specific interactions
between the otherwise immiscible polymer pair.
Figure 4.1 shows the IR spectra for the constituent polymers, lOEAVP and PET,
and the blends. Based on the peak assignments discussed in Chapter 2, the peak at 1600
cm ^ is assigned as the free pyridine ring stretching and the peak at 1620 cm"^ as the
pyridine ring stretching upon complexation between the zinc metal and the pyridine ring.
However, this study shows that the peak position of the complexed pyridine ring stretching
varies with the functionalization level. A closer look at the spectra of both the unmodified
blend OB and pure PET reveals that the observed peak shift might be due to an overlap with
a small peak at 1615 cm'^ contributed by the parent PET component. The peak shift
becomes large when the peak intensity of the complexed ring stretching is small compared
to the peak at 1615 cm"\ Hence, a subtraction to remove the peak at 1615 cm"^ was
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necessa.^
.o clearly
.veal U,e spec«l changes due ,o U,e specific interactions. F.gu. 4 2
shows the subtracted spectra for the 2B. 5B and lOB blends. Tke peak assignments of the
complexed ring stretching are in good agreement with our previous findings. Moreover
the peak widths of the complexed ring stretching are similar among the modified blends
which suggests that the nature of the complexation remains the same itrespective of the
functionalization level. The relative extent of the intemction, represented by the ratio of
either the peak intensity or peak area of A,,^ ,o A,«^ is found to increase with the level
of functionalization as Ulustrated in Figure 4.3. The similar trend exhibited by both ratios
further confirms the invariant nature of the complexation among the modified blends.
Despite the fact that all blends contain stoichiometric amounts of both interacting groups,
the specific complexation remains incomplete at aU functionahzarion levels. This might be
due to the fact that the probability for the interacting groups to find each other for
complexation is lowered by the steric constraints imposed on these groups by the chain
itself and the isolation of the interaction sites. Nevertheless, the probability for
complexation can be enhanced by increasing the functionalization level of both polymers as
observed.
4.3.2 Compatibility Behavior
The compatibility of the ionomeric blends is examined by DSC and DMTA. It is
well known that the phase behavior of a polymer blend is dependent upon its sample
history, in particular those containing a semicrystalline component. Hence, the phase
behavior of the blends in both amorphous/amorphous and amorphous/semicrystaUine states
is compared and contrasted. In particular, efforts are made to assess the influence of the
crystallization on the overall compatibihty of the system.
DSC Study. Table 4.3 summarizes the glass transition behavior of both series of
homopolymers. The Tg of the poly(ethyl acrylate) series is shown to increase with
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gincreasing VP content. This is because the VP m^.^o monomer imposes a stiffening effect on the
polymer backbone. On *e other hand, *e T, of the PET series is found to decease with
.ncasing sulfonation level. Such behavior is directly opposite to that observed for other
sulfonate ionomers such as sulfonated polystyrene which shows an increase in with
sulfonation as a result of the ionic interactions thatMt the chain mobility. In thjcase of
sulfonated PET, the decrease in molecular weight with increasing sulfonation level may be
partly responsible. Further studies are needed to clarify this point.
Figure 4.4 shows the DSC thermograms of both the quenched and annealed blends
I. is shown that all the quenched samples exhibit two T^s which become broadened and
less distinct at increasing levels of functionalization. Table 4.3 summarizes the T,
measurements of the quenched blends in comparison to those of their constituent 'polymers.
Except for the unmodified OB blend where there are virtually no changes in both the and
ATg compared with their homopolymers, all the modified blends show an increase in T^i
of the EAVP phase and a decrease in T^^ of the PET-SOjZn phase. The ATJs of the
blends also increase compared to those of the constituent polymers. In particular, the T
shifts and their broadening increase with the level of functionalization which implies that
better mixing with increasingly diffuse interfaces are achieved by virtue of the increasing
amount of specific interactions in these compatibilized blends, observed in the FTIR study.
When the PET-SOjZn component is allowed to crystallize, the phase composition
changes as a function of the degree of crystallinity which wiU in turn affect the
compatibUity behavior of the blends. Table 4.4 shows the Tg measurements of the
annealed blends, PET and PET-SOjZn homopolymers.
It is shown that the Tg and ATg of both pure PET and sulfonated PET increase
upon annealing of their quenched counterparts. Such an increase in T., as discussed in
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Chapter 2, is attributed to the stiffening effect on the a^rphous phase exerted by
newiy forced co-stalli„e dentins. In addition, the broadening is shown to be related to
.he c^stalH^ation of the PET-S03Zn cotnponent ,n its amorphous phase, which creates a
new range of microenvironments for segmental mouons. thereby broadening the
accompanying glass transition. I. is noted in this study that the extent of the increase in T
and AT, are dependent upon the amount of crystallization taking place. Thetefo... under^
the same annealing conditions, the less functionalized blends which attain a higher degree
of crystallinity, show a larger increase in both T and AT
.
Comparing the quenched and annealed blends, the T^^ and AT^^ of the PET-S03Zn
phase are found to increase upon annealing. Based on the behavior of the PET-S03Zn and
PET homopolymers, it is believed that such an increase is associated with the ciystallization
effect of the PET-SOjZn phase, instead of a phase separation phenomenon. When
comparing the annealed blends with the annealed PET-S03Zn homopolymers, it is found
that the of the 2B blend becomes similar to that of its pure constituent polymer,
suggesting that some phase separation might have occurred during the annealing process.
On the other hand, the 53 annealed blend still shows a lower of the PET-S03Zn phase
compared to that of its annealed homopolymer, indicating that the blend remains
compatibilized. For the lOB blend, it is found that the glass transitions of the quenched
blend are collapsed into one broad transition upon annealing which tends to suggest an
enhancement in compatibility. However, based on the findings from the semicrystalline
homopolymers, such apparent change is more likely associated with the crystallization of
the PET-S03Zn component in the vicinity of both the amorphous EAVP and PET-SOjZn
phase resulting in the broadening of the already diffuse T .
It is apparent that the change in phase behavior of the PET-S03Zn component in the
annealed samples, while dominated by the crystallization effects, does not yield conclusive
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evdence on how the overaU compatibihty behavior of Ae oysmUized blends is affected.
However, the non-cystaUizable EAVP phase nught offer better insight. It is found that the
T„-s of the EAVP phase in the annealed blends, show no apparent shift as a consequence
of the annealing which could imply that no significant phase separadon is detected due to
.he crystallization of the PET-SOjZn component In addition, the AT^'s of .he EAVP
phase increase or remain the same which further suggest that the blends remain
compatiblized.
DMTA Study. Due to the inherent limit in sensitivity of the DSC technique, the
subUe but sometimes important changes in mixing behavior might not be probed with
sufficient resolution by DSC, in particular in the case of diffuse glass transition behavior.
Hence, the compatibility behavior is further examined by DMTA which offers a more
sensitive probe into the mixing behavior of polymer blends." Figure 4.5 shows the
temperature dependence of tan 5 of both the compression molded and solution cast blends.
The results are summarized in Table 4.5. It is found that the compression molded samples
exhibit two distinct glass transitions except for the lOB blend where the low temperature
peak at about 6 °C appears as a small shoulder to the high temperature peak. The findings
are in general similar to those obtained by DSC. Nevertheless, the small but distinct degree
of compatibility of the 2B blend becomes more distinguishable from the incompatible OB
blend by DMTA. Unlike the macrophase separated OB blend with the two relaxation peaks
well separated, the 2B blend exhibits continuous relaxation activity throughout the region
between the two major relaxation peaks as shown by the non-zero tan 5 value. This
suggests that a distinct amount of interfacial material exists between the two polymer bulk
phases. The distinct increase in both Tgj and ATgi of the blend compared to those of the
homopolymer further confirms tiie compatibilization occurring in the 2B blend.
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For the solution cast blends, the glass tnmsitions remain distinct by DMTA unlike
those observed in the DSC annealing study. In particular, the solution cast samples have
similar ciystalUnity content to their annealed counterparts as shown in Tables 4.4 and 4 5
In addition, it is clearly shown that the low temperature peak T,, corresponding to the
EAVP phase undergoes a consistent decrease in tempen^ture compared to their compression
molded counterparts. However, this is not observed in the DSC study due to the limited
sensitivity of the technique itself. Tl.e decrease in T,, is probably associated with the
enrichment of the EAVP component in the EAVP phase due to the crystallization and thus
depletion of the amorphous PET-S03Zn component in that phase during the solution
casting. It also implies that some phase separation might have occurred as a result of the
crystallization. Nevertheless, the modified blends remain compatibilized as shown by the
broadness of the glass transition of the EAVP phase in comparison to those of the pure
EAVP homopolymers. For the PET-S03Zn phase, there is a similar increase in both
and ATg2 for the solution cast samples compared to their compression molded counterparts
as observed before. Such an increase has been associated with the crystalUzation of the
PET-SOjZn component as concluded from the DSC study. It is also noted that the high
temperature peak Tg2 exhibits a significant reduction in intensity in the solution cast
samples as compared to their compression molded counterparts with the exception of the
lOB blend. Such a decrease in the relaxation intensity is attributable to the crystallization of
the PET or PET-SOgZn bulk phase, thereby reducing the amount of amorphous constituent
which would otherwise contribute to the relaxation phenomenon accompanying the glass
transition in that phase.
4.3.3 Determination of Interfacial Compositions
As shown by both DSC and DMTA studies, the modified PEA/PET blend system
exhibits microphase separated morphologies. Results also indicate that the degree of
compatibilization is enhanced with increasing level of functionalization of both polymers.
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I.
.s known Aa. U.e interfacial i„,e.ctions a^ong
.he diffcm component in a nuoophase
sepamed blend ™aMx are in,po„an, in controlling the phase motphologies and hence d,e
ultimate properties of the materials. Wore, the detemunation of interfacial
compositions as a measure of the interfacial interactions, should provide further insight in
our understanding of the compatibUity behavior in relation to the difference in me level of
functionalization.
TTie weight fraction (W,) of the blend constituents comprising the inteiphase of a
microphase separated amoiphous polymer blend can be estimated from DSC
measurements. According to the equation proposed by MacKnight et al,^^
u;, - .
^Cp2 [ ACg, In (T:,/r..) - Aa°, In (T^^AT^.^ 1
Ac°i ACp°2 In (r^^nlo
ACpi [ AC;^ In (T°,/T,,) - AC In (r^./T^.)^
ACp^i Ac;^ In (r^,ni,)
(4.1)
where Tgi° and Tg2° are the Tg's of the constituents before mixing; Tgi and Tg2 are the
Tg's of die constituents after mixing; ACpj° and ACp2° are the step increases in heat
capacity at the Tg's of the constituents before mixing; ACp^ and ACp2 are the
corresponding step increases in heat capacity in the blend
The results for Wi's of the blends in the amorphous/amoiphous state are
summarized in Table 4.6. The unmodified OB blend shows absolutely no mixing at the
interface as expected of a macrophase separated blend. The modified blends show an
increase in the amount of material at tiie interface as the functionalization level of both
polymer components increases. Based on the thermodynamics of blend mixing, the major
driving force for enhanced mixing is derived from the presence of the specific
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mtermolecular interacuons a™,„g u,e i„con».ted functional groups.
-n,is co.elado„ is
supponed by ,he FRR findings which shows an increase in Ae exten, of specific
interactions in response to the incase in the funaionalization level. Tl,erefore, i, follows
*a. a large extent of the mixing should take place preferably at the interface. On the other
hand, the fracture surfaces as depicted in Figure 4.6 are found to change from rough to
smooth with increasing functionali^a.ion levels. It is speculated that these morphological
changes might be associated with the change in domain si.es of individual phases due to
the increase in the amount of mixing at the interface. The domain sizes are forced to reduce
in size in order to increase the overall surface area for specific interactions to occur at the
interface. However, more detailed morphological work is needed to confirm the
proposition.
4.3.4 Crystallization and Melting Behavior
Figure 4.7 shows the DSC thermograms of the blends, the PET and the PET-
S03Zn in their quenched states in the range of 100 to 270 °C. The transition temperatures
and the corresponding enthalpies are listed in Table 4.7. For the zinc neutralized sulfonated
PET homopolymers, both the melting and crystallization temperatures decrease with
increasing level of sulfonation compared to those of pure PET, until the sulfonation content
reaches 10 mol % whereby the crystallization becomes totally suppressed. This can be
attributed to: (1) the increasing amount of the sulfonated isophthalate monomer units along
the polymer chain which leads to a decrease in chain packing efficiency; and (2) the
presence of interactions among the zinc-sulfonate ion pairs (or multiplets formation)^ which
further inhibits the crystallization of the PET chains. When pure PET is blended with PEA,
the melting behavior remains the same as that of the PET homopolymer as typical of a
macrophase separated blend. For the 2B blend, the thermal behavior is very similar to that
of its homopolymer counterparts except that the crystallization exotherm narrows. The
minimal disturbance to the crystallization behavior of the PET-SOjZn phase is probably
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due
,0 the observed low level of mixing of the bulk phases. For the 5B blend the
crystalli^tion of the PET-SOjZn phase is completely suppressed unUke that of its
homopolyn^r counterparts which crystallize under the same experimental conditions This
unpl.es that the crystallization of the PET-S03Zn phase is inhibited as a result of the higher
level of mixing occuning in the blend matrix. Tl,e lOB blend which has the highest degree
of mixing among the blends examined, shows absolutely no crystalUzation or melting
behavior. While the high level of mixing might have an influence, the high sulfonation
content is believed to be the major factor leading to the total suppression of the
crystallization activity.
When the blends were further annealed or solution cast in HFIP solvent,
crystallization occurred in all blends. The resulting melting behaviors are shown in Figure
4.8. The 2B blend in both annealed and solution cast state shows similar melting behavior
as the quenched state except for the absence of the crystalUzation peaks. Unlike the
quenched 5B blend, both crystallized samples show a broad melting transition at 195 °C
with the peak temperature increasing slightly for the solution cast sample. The difference ir
melting temperature of the crystalUzed 5B blends may be ascribed to a more perfect crystal
formation in the presence of solvent and a longer time of crystalUzation. For the lOB
blend, only a very small melting transition at about 180 °C is observed for both ciystaUized
samples. The disproportionate decrease in both the melting temperatures and the degree of
crystallinity at increasing functionalization levels are attributed to the increase in mixing and
sulfonation level of the PET chains, thereby affecting both the rates and perfection of the
crystal formation among the blends.
4.3.5 Mechanical Properties
Figure 4.9 shows the temperature dependence of the storage modulus (E') of the
compression molded and solution cast blends. At 25 °C, the log E is found to increase
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with the level of functionali^ation itrespective of the diffe,^„ces in the degree of
co-stallinity between the .wo sets of san,ples. Such increase in .he modulus is probably
due
.0 the synergistic teinforcemen. of .he glassy phase by *e rubbery component by
virtue of the increasing in.erfacial adhesion toughou. the blend matrix. However, when
the materials teaches its rubbery smte, Ae pla.eau modulus exhibits an optimum at an
inten«edia.e funcionalization level, ms.ead of a monotonic ino^ase. as illustrated in Figu,.
4. 1 0. It is known tf,a. the materials property in tfte rubbery plateau region is governed by
facers such as the molecular weight, the amount of cmsslinking and .he degt^e of
ctysullinity present in d,e semiciystalline polymers. In Ais panicular blend system, both
the crosslinking density (via specific interacnons) and the crystalline component exert Aeir
own influence in .he pla.eau region as shown in Uie schemadcs proposed in Figure 4.1 1.
The fac. is that an increase in the crosslinking density always results in a coiresponding
decrease in the degree of crystallinity as discussed above. As a consequence, the plateau
modulus reflects d,e combined effecs of die opposing factors and Utus exhibit a maximum
at an intermediate functionalization level.
Figure 4.12 summarizes the tensile properties of the solution cast blends at room
temperature. It is clear that the modified blends undergo dramatic improvement in the
overall tensile properties in comparison to the unmodified, macrophase separated OB blend
despite the fact that the pure PET-SOsZn ionomers are of low molecular weight and exhibit
very poor mechanical properties. In addition, continuous enhancement in the properties is
observed among the modified blends with increasing levels of functionalization of both
polymers. In particular for the 2B blend, a four-fold increase in toughness is obtained with
only 2 mol % of functionalization of both polymers which have been shown to exhibit a
minimal amount of mixing. The extremely large elongation (up to 800%) of the lOB blend
is indeed an unusual feature in the materials properties with this particular blend system.
Such a remarkable improvement in properties is a direct result of the favorable interfacial
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adhesion occurtng by virtue of U,e specific imeractions among U,e functionali^ed
polymers. More imponanUy, such findings help ,o Ulusw«
.he fundamental fact that
specific interactions can be successfuUy and effecdvely utiUzed as a tool ,o promote tf,e
mterfacial adhesion between different phases in a polymer matrix which can ultimately
enhance the overall materials properties. Funhermore, the unique combination of the
rubbery and glassy polymer components whereby the glassy phase is capable of futther
alignment upon stretching, allows further improvement in the tensUe perfom^ce of the
system.
virtue
4.4 Conclusions
Compatibilization of an otherwise immiscible PEA/PET blend is achieved by
of the presence of the specific intermolecular imeractions between the functionalized
polymer pair as evidence by the FTIR study. The extent of the specific interactions
between the zinc sulfonate groups of the PET chains and the pyridine groups of the PEA
chains increases when the functionalization level of both polymer increases. The degree of
compatibilization is found to increase with the functionalization level as shown by the Tg
measurements using both DSC and DMTA. Even at the highest level of functionalization,
10 mol %, complete miscibUity is not achieved. The degree of the interfacial mixing is
further quantified using the phase composition calculation and the results are in good
agreement with the thermal analysis study. Results also indicate that the crystallization of
the PET-SOjZn component has induced a certain degree of phase separation. However the
system remains compatibilized by virtue of the presence of the specific interactions. On the
other hand, the crystallization and melting behavior of the PET-SOjZn phase were
suppressed to various extents due to the increase in the level of phase mixing and the
sulfonation level of the PET chains. The functionalized PEA/PET blends exhibit
remarkable improvement in the ultimate mechanical properties as compared to the
unmodified counterparts.
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Table 4.6
Determination of Interfacial Compositions of the
Quenched Blends from DSC measurements
polymer Wj
OB 0
2B 0.05
5B 0.21
lOB 0.43
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Table 4.7
DSC Results: Melting and Crystallization Behavior of PET, PET-SOaZn
and the Blends in the Quenched State
polymer T, (°C) AH, (J/g) (^C) AH, (J/g)
OB
2B
5B
lOB
PET
2PET-S03Zn
4PET-S03Zn
10PET-SO3Zn
146
153
148
152
136
30
36
31
27
25
251
249
253
247
212
34
40
40
41
26
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Wavenumber (cm -i
)
Figure 4.1 FUR spectra for lOEAVP, PET and blends of OB, 2B, 5B
and lOB.
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Wavenumber (cm - 1
)
Figure 4.2 FTIR spectra for 2B, 5B and lOB blends after subtraction;
the subtraction was performed based on the peak at 1580 cm
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Level of Functionalization (mol%)
Figure 4.3 The extent of specific intermolecular interactions (Ai62o/Aifinn)
versus functionalization level of blends of OB, 2B, 53 and lOB.
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Temperature (°C)
Figure 4.4 DSC thermograms showing the glass transition behavior of the
quenched and annealed blends of OB, 2B, 5B and lOB.
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21KU X1000 01 1 3 10. 0U JEOL
Figure 4.6 SEM micrographs for freeze fracture surfaces of compression
molded blends of OB, 2B, 5B and lOB.
(Continued, next page)
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5B
21KU X1000 0114 JEOL
lOB
21KU X1000 0116 10. 0U JEOL
Figure 4.6 (continued)
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TOPET-SO^Zn
100 125 150 175 200 225 250
Temperature (°C)
Figure 4.7 DSC thermograms showing the mehing and crystallization behavior
of the blends (OB, 2B, 5B and lOB) and their constituent polymers (PET and
PET-S03Zn) in the quenched slate.
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50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250
Temperature (°C)
Figure 4.8 DSC thermograms showing the melting and crystallization
behavior of the OB, 2B, 53 and lOB blends in the quenched, annealed and
solution cast states.
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8.5
Pure PET Compression molded
O - Solution cast
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Level of Functionalization (mol%)
9 10
Figure 4.10 Comparison of the log of plateau modulus as a function of
^cJ;^"
^^''^^ compression molded and solution cast blends
oi {Jis, 2B, 5B and lOB.
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Figure 4.1 1 Schematic explanation of Figure 4. 10.
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Figure 4.12 Comparison of the tensile properties of the solution
cast blends of OB, 2B, 53 and lOB.
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CHAPTERS
lONOMERIC BLENDS OF EAVP/PET-SO
EFFECTS OF COUNTERIONS
5.1 Introduction
Numerous studies have focused on blends of pyridine containing polymers with
ionomers where the pyridine nitrogen provides a basic site for acid/base inten>cdons and a
basic ligand for transition metal coordination with ion-containing polymers. Agarwal et al.
described the rheological and mechanical propenies of blends of styrene-vinylpyridine
copolymer (SVP) with sulfonated ethylene-propylene diene elastomer (S-EPDM).'-^ It
was found that these properties were influenced strongly by the coordination between the
transition metal coumerions of the S-EPDM and die pyridine nitrogen whUe ata,ost no
effects were observed with counterions such as Na and Mg. On the other hand, Lu and
Weiss exanuned the solution behavior of SVP with sulfonated polystyrene.' They found
that in addition to the sB-ong coordination observed witfi transition metal cations, both
alkaline and alkaline earth metal cations also exhibit some interactions in the solution state.
Belfiore et al. studied blends of poly(vinylpyridine) (PVP) with several transition metal
4-6
acetates. They observed enhancement in the glass transition temperature (TJ for blends
with cobalt, nickel and zinc acetates. The greatest enhancement was found with the nickel
acetate blend with an increase of 100 °C from the Tg of the PVP and they attributed this
result to the energetic stabiUzation due to the ligand field.^ This body of work has
demonstrated successfully the various interactions existing between the pyridine and
different metal neutralized sulfonate and acetate functional groups and their influence on the
resulting properties of different polymer blend systems.
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In this chapter. *e influence of coun.erions on the behavior of the PET-SO3M
ionotner. and its compatibiUty with EAVP are examined. V. selecdon of counterionsU
.
Na
.
Ca ^ from Group I and n and Co.^* Ni^ Cu^^ and Zn^* from the mtnsiaon
metal series, allow a systematic comparison of the types of interactions occuning between
*e tncotpo^ed functional groups. influence of blend mixing on the cystalli^ation
behavior of ±e semicrystaUine ionomer component is investigated by examining the
crystallization kinetics and its resulting melting behavior befo.. and after blending. FinaUy
the impact of the blend mixing behavior on the ultimate tensUe propetties of the blends and
their fracture moiphologies are examined.
5.2 Experimental Section
Materials Used, Poly(ethyl aciylate-co-4-vinylpyridine) with 5 mol % of
vinylpyridine content (5EAVP) and sodium neutralized sulfonated poly(ethylene
terephthalate) with 4 mol % sulfonation level (4PET-S03Na) were used in this study.
Their characteristics were described in Table 4.1.
Ion Exchange Procedure. The ion exchange procedure as described in Chapter 2,
was used to exchange the initial sodium ions of the sulfonated PET for hydrogen ions and
subsequently for the metal ions of interest. Due to the unique heterogeneous nature of the
process, it can readily be applied to neutralize sulfonated PET with a wide range of metal
ions without concern about the solubility problems usually associated with the
homogeneous neutralization process. Therefore, aside from using the zinc acetate solution
(1.4 M) as a source of metal ion, Uthium acetate (1.47 M), calcium acetate (1.5 M), cobalt
acetate (1 M), nickel acetate (0.8 M) and copper acetate (0.4 M) solutions were employed
as die neutralizing agents with concentrations ranging from 0.4 to 1.5 M as indicated
depending upon the solubihty of the metal salt. The metal neutralized polymers, 4PET-
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SOjM, were then subjected to elemental analysis' to cnnfi™. . ,o rm complete conversion of the
4PET-S03Na to the desired metal salt form.
Blend Preparation. TTie 5EAVP and 4PET-SO3M were solution blended in
l.I.1.3,3.3-hexafluo,«isopropanol (HFIP). The functionalization levels of both polyme..
were Icep, constant. Also, the stoichiometry between the vinylpyridine and the sulfonate
mteracting groups was maintained in all the blends. (In this regard, no disdnction was
drawn between monovalent and divalent cations. Stoichiometry here means a 1 : 1 raUo of
sulfonate group
,0 vinylpyridine.) n,e nomenclature and compositions of the blends
prepared are listed in Table 5.1.
Individual homopolymers were predried at 60 °C for 1 day under vacuum prior to
use. The constituent polymers were dissolved separately in HFIP to yield a 5 % (w/v)
polymer solution. The 5EAVP solution was then added to the 4PET-SO3M solution under
vigorous stirring. Due to gelation occurring in some of the blends, all blend solutions wei^
further heated at 70 °C for 5 hours in a nitrogen atmosphere to ensure thorough mixing.
The blend solution was then cast onto a Teflon dish under a slow stream of nitrogen. After
most of the solvent was removed at ambient conditions, the polymer film was allowed to
dry at 60 °C for 3 days under vacuum.
FTIR Study. Infrared spectra were obtained on an IBM IR44 FTIR spectrometer.
A total of 128 scans at a resolution of 1 cm'' were signal averaged. Thin films were
prepared by dissolving the sample in HFIP at a concentration of 4 % (w/v) and casting onto
a flat Teflon sheet under a slow stream of nitrogen. The films were further dried at 60 °C
for 3 days under vacuum.
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DSC Measurements. A Perkin-Elmer DSC-7 was used to obtain DSC±.nno^
and was calibra^i with indiutn and water. Experiments were run with samples ranging
frotn 5 to 10 n,g under a dry nitrogen purge to prevent moisnne and oxidative degradation
To obtain the thennal behavior of the as-east films, the samples were equilibrated at -50 »C
and heated to 250 »C at 10 «amin. Quenched samples of both the blends and the
constituent polymers were obtained by heating at 250 »C for 5 min and quenching a, a
nominal
..te of 500 "(7min to -50 »C. TTte themtal behaviorof the quenched samples was
probed by heating and cooling between
-50 °C and 250 »C at a rate of 10 "Omin. The glass
transition temperatures (T,) were taken as the midpoints of the change in heat capacity,
nie melting temperatures (T„) and the ctystalUzation temperatures ff,) were taken as the
peaks of me transitions. The heat of fusion (AH„) and crystallization (AH,) were
measured by calculating the area under the appropriate endothermic or exothemnc peaks
and were normalized per gram of the semicrystalline component in the blends. The pereent
crystallinity of the ciystallized samples was estimated by assuming an enthalpy of melting
of 1 13 J/g for 100% crystalline PET.'
The crystallization rates of both the blends and the 4PET-SO3M homopolymers
were measured at T, = 150 °C. The samples were treated at 250 "C for 5 min and were
quenched to T, at a nominal rate of 500 "C/min in the DSC. The crystaUization was
allowed to proceed for an hour. The ciystaUization isotherm was recorded and the
crystallization half time (t,;2) was determined as described in Chapter 3. The melting
behavior of the isotheraially crystallized samples was obtained by heating directly from T,
to 250 °C at a rate of 10 "Omin.
DMTA Measurements. Dynamic mechanical properties were measured using a
Polymer Laboratories PL-DMTA instrument at a frequency of 1 Hz. Quenched blends
were prepared by compression molding under low pressure and a nitrogen atmosphere at
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250 °C for
1 nnn and cooUng quickly benveen two cold metal plates. The 5EAVP polymer
was compression molded t.der simUar conditions between sheets of aluminum foil at 50
°C. The solution cast blend samples we. cut into appropriate si.es and examined as-cast
Due to the brittleness of the 4PET-SO3M polymers, films could not be prepared. AU
specimen si.es were approximately 25 mm x 13 mm x 0.5 mm. Experiments we,^
perfor^d in a single-cantilever mode using a 5.2.mm free length and were scanned from
- 100 to 200 °C at a rate of 3 "CVmin. The T 's were taken as the peaks in the tan 5 plots.
The modulus data were treated with the PL-DMTA End Conection Software to cotrect for
sample clamping efficiency.
Tensile Measurements. Uniaxial stress-strain data were obtained with an Instron
Testing Instrument Model 4202 equipped with a series DC Automatic Materials Testing
System for automatic data acquisition. Solution cast samples were used and cut into thin
strips of approximately 6 mm x 0.5 mm x 80 mm Experiments were run with an initial
gauge length of 40 mm at a constant crosshead speed of 4 mnVmin at room temperature.
Three to five samples were examined for each material and the results averaged.
SEM Measurements. A JEOL JSM-35CF Scanning Electron Microscope operating
at 20 KV was used to examine fracture surfaces. Solution cast samples were freeze
fractured at liquid nitrogen temperature. The sample surfaces were coated with a thin layer
of gold for examination under the microscope.
5.3 Results and Discussions
5.3.1 Choice of Counterions
Specific intermolecular interactions are known to play an important role in
controlling the phase behavior of ionomeric blend systems. The extent, the nature and the
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s«ng.h of the interactions are among the variables cridcal in detennimng tl,e mixing
behavior of polymeric components containing ionic and/or polar species. n,ere are two
types of specific interacdons that are of interest in the 5EAVP/4PET-SO3M blend system:
(a) the ion-pair or multiplet interactions' within the PET ionomer, and (b) the interactions
between the metal neutralized sulfonate groups in the PET chains and the vinylpyridine
gmups in the poly(ethyl acrylate) chains. Tl,e relative extent of interactions (a) and (b) is
controUed in par. by the type of counterions used in U,e ionomer, and this wUl ultimately
determine the amount of mixing between Ute two polymers. Hence, in dris study, a variety
of counterions is selected to examine their influence on the nature and strength of
interactions occurring among tire blend components. Special anention is focused on ti,e
a-ansition metals because of their strong coordination affinities for vinylpyridine.
in
at
Table 5.2 summarizes the changes in color and the quaUtative differences
viscosity during the blending of the various PET-S03M's with EAVP. It is found that
equal concentrations of the blend solutions, different levels of gelation are observed
depending upon the counterions used. The solution viscosity is generally much higher
among the mixtures containing transition metal ions as the counterions compared to those
containing Group I and H metal ions. Such differences in the solution viscosity provide
evidence that the effective molecular weight of the system has changed as a result of the
different level of interactions. On the other hand, the change in color between the transition
metal neutralized ionomers and the blends suggests that there is an exchange of ligands that
are coordinated to the transition metal. Depending upon the coordination capacity of the
transition metal, a different level of gelation is observed. It is of importance that the above
observations provide macroscopic although qualitative evidence about the influence of
counterions upon the structure and properties of an ionomeric blend system.
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5.3.2 Specific Intermolecular Interactions
FigureS.l shows the IR spectra for 5EAVP, PET and the 5B-M blends. Based on
the findings in Chapter 2. the peak at 1600 cm"^ co.esponds to the free pyridine ring
stretching whereas the peak at 1620 cm"^ is attributed to the pyridine ring stretching
coordinated with zinc ions. T,. relative peak intensity at 1600 cm'^ exhibited by the blends
i^veals higher levels of interactions at the pyridine ring among the transition metal
containing blends as compared to those of the non-tnmsition metal containing blends. In
particular, the 5B-Cu blend shows almost complete interactions at the pyridine functional
groups. In the case of the reacted pyridine ring, its peak is likely overlapped with a small
peak at 1615 cm"^ which is contributed by the PET component as discussed in Chapter 4.
-nierefore, a subtraction procedure is earned out on the spectra of the blends to remove the
non-interacting component from the complexed pyridine ring peak at 1620 cm'^ as shown
in Figure 5.2. The subtracted spectra of the 5B-Li, 5B-Na and 5B-Ca blends clearly reveal
that there is no interaction between the pyridine ring and these cations. This is expected
because these Group I and H cations are oxophUic in nature and have no tendency to
interact with pyridine nitrogen. However, in the case of the 5B-Co, 5B-Ni, 5B-Cu and
5B-Zn blends, a new absorption peak is observed at a higher frequency relative to that of
the free pyridine ring stretching. Based on the previous findings, this new peak is ascribed
to the coordination of the pyridine ligand (py) to the transition metal ion. It is known that
the lone pair of electrons on nitrogen represents a strong basic ligand for coordination to
transition metals. A close examination of the spectra reveals that the vibrational frequency
V of the coordinated ligand exhibits a slight dependence on the transition metals: v (z^.py),
V (Cu-py) > V (Ni-py)» V (Co-py) > V (py), as illustrated in Table 5.3. Such frequency
dependence could be explained based on the fact that the larger the frequency shift from that
of the free ligand, the stronger is the coordination of the ligand (or specifically the lone pair
of electrons on the nitrogen atom) to the transition metal, if the reduced mass of the
vibration remains the same which is true in this case as the masses of the transition metals
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are very sunilar. Therefore,
.he s«ngth of Ore interacdon between ,he Ugand and the
transition metal ion is expected to correlate with the completed pyridine ring stretching
vb^tion frequency. On the other hand, the coexistence of the free pyridine ring stretching
peak with that of the con,plexed ring clearly indicates that the reaction between pyridine and
•he transition metal remains incomplete, despite the 1:1 stoichiometry of both functional
groups.
5.33 Compatibility Behavior
Table 5.4 summarizes the T, measurements of the quenched 5B-M blends and their
coiresponding homopolymers as probed by DSC. It is shown clearly that all the blends ai^
immiscible with two phases displaying two T,'s. In case of the EAVP phase of the blends,
both the Tg, and AT^, of the 5B-Li, 5B-Na and 5B-Ca blends show no significant changes
as compared to the 5EAVP homopolymer. Similar behavior is observed for the sulfonated
PET phase of these blends. This suggests that the degree of phase mixing is very low. if
not totally non-existent. The poor phase mixing is in accord with the FTIR studies which
indicate that no specific interactions occur between the two polymeric components. On the
other hand, all the transition metal containing blends show that the Tg's of the EAVP phase
do not show significant changes as compared to the SEAVP homopolymer except that of
the 5B-Cu blend. However they all exhibit a substantial broadening. The TJs of the
sulfonated PET phase show a decrease of about 10 °C with moderate broadening. These
results suggest considerable interfacial mixing in these blends and also the presence of a
nearly pure EAVP phase (except for 5B-Cu which shows a mixed EAVP phase) and a
mixed PET-SO3M phase. In other words, the specific interactions present in the blends
with transition metal cations lead to favorable phase mixing, the extent of which is
determined by the particular cation present.
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The degree of interfacial mixing in the comnarihi. aS me p t ble blends can be estimated according
«>.heec,ua.o„4., asdesCbedinChap... T^eresul.of
.Heex.en.of in.erfacia. ^.„,
a. musa..ed in Hgu. 5.3. ,. should be „o.ed
.ha. *e ca,cu,aUo„ is based on a number of
sunplafying assumptions, including fte represenu.tion of a con,padbiU^ed blend as a 3-
Phase n^terial (2 bullc phases and an in..phase), and d,a. *e composidonal gtadien. ac^ss
0.e
.n.n>hase is linear. Tl,e values shown in Figure 5.3 are d,erefore valid for comparison
purposes only. Thus, according
.o d,e calcula.io„. *e 5B-U, 5B-Na and 5B-Ca blends
exhibi. essentially no i„.erfacial mixing whereas me mmsidon meml confining blends
show an increase in Ae quanti.y of in.erfacial material in .he order: 5B-Co < 5B-Ni < 5B-
Cu < 5B-Zn. I. is in.eresting ,o no.e iha. dus ffend co^lales wi.h die sueng.hs of d,e
interactions benveen
.he pyridine and .he ttansition metal cation as shown in .heFm
Studies,
The compatibUity behavior of the 5B-M blends is further examined by DMTA.
Figure 5.4 shows the temperature dependence of tan 5 of the blends in both the
amorphous/amorphous (compression molded) and the semicrystalline/amoiphous (solution
cast) states. The tan 5 curves are typical of two-phase systems showing both the rubbery
phase (5EAVP) and the glassy phase (PET-SO3M) transitions. It is observed that the
rubber damping amplitude varies among the blends despite the fact that all blends contain
the same amount of rubber content. As shown from the tan 5 plots, the rubber damping
amplitude is low among the transition metal containing blends compared to the 5B-Li and
5B-Na blends, while the 5B-Ca blend Ues in between the two groups. As suggested by
McCrum,^""^^ the amplitude of the rubber damping peak is influenced by the quantity of
rubber active in the transition. In other words, the change in the damping amplitude can be
attributed to the different level of mechanical coupling between the rubber and the glassy
phases. For instance, a blend system with poor interfacial adhesion would result in the
mechanical isolation of the rubbery phase from the high modulus glassy matrix and thus
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give nse to a strong damping effect as much of the rubber component becomes active in the
relaxation as in the case of the 5B-Li and 5B-Na blends. A pronounced increase in the
damping ampUtude of the rubbery phase is further observed for ti.e 5B-Li and 5B-Na
blends when the glassy phase is crystaUized. ms is probably due to a further mechanical
isolation of the rubbery phase in the blend matrix as a result of the crystallization.
However, the presence of specific intermolecular intei^tions leading to a substantial mixed
interphase as shown in the transition metal containing blends, leads to a strx)ng coupUng
between the rubbery phase and the glassy matrix which results in a reduction in tiie
damping amplitude. It is further noted that this coupling is not affected by the
crystallization of the glassy phase as shown in the solution cast samples. In the case of the
5B-Ca blend, despite the absence of specific interactions as observed by FHR studies and
the poor phase mixing as shown by DSC studies, the lower rubber damping ampUtude as
compared to tiie 5B-Li and 5B-Na blends might suggest a certain degree of interfacial
adhesion occurring in the blend matrix. The probable reason for this is that there might be
a certain amount of ion-dipole interactions present at the interface as a result of die high
charge density of Ca^"*".
Table 5.5 summarizes the tan 5 data for the 5EAVP homopolymer and the blends.
The Tg of tiie rubbery phase of the quenched blends, Tgi, shows a slight increase in the
transition metal containing blends as compared to the 5EAVP homopolymer while no
change is observed with the non-transition metal containing blends. These results correlate
well with die trends observed by DSC. Upon crystallization of the glassy phase, the
rubbery phase responds differently among the blends in that some show an increase in T
while otiiers exhibit a decrease as compared to their quenched counterparts. The reason for
such changes is not well understood. However, it appears that the change in T. of the
rubbery phase is not as important as the change in the damping amplitude in characterizing
die phase interaction between the rubbery and the glassy phases in particular for
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compadbiUzed blend systems. In addition, the substandal broadening of the glass
transition of the rubbety phase relative to the 5EAVP hon,opoly.er indicates the p.sence
of mterfacial mixing in all the blends. However, the DMTA restUts pn^vide no conclusive
evdence on the relative degree of mixing at the interface as effected by the diffe^n,
coumerions. In the case of the glassy phase of the blends, the T, shifts to higher
.emperatt.es in the solution cast samples as compared to their compression molded
counterparts. TTis has been shown to be .elated to the stiffening effect imposed on tite
amon,hous glassy phase by its neighboring cystiUlized component as typically observed
for crystallised PET (Chapter 2). TTe extent of the shift in T, is dependent upon the
amount of crystallinity developed during the solution casting process which is in mm
related to the type of counterions present in the matrix as wiU be discussed later.
Furthermore, a corresponding decrease in the damping ampliwde of the glassy phase is
observed as a result of Uie depletion of the amorphous components participating in the
glassy phase transition.
5.3.4 Mechanical Properties
Figure 5.5 shows the storage modulus (E) of both the compression molded and
solution cast blends as a function of temperature. In the temperature region between the
rubbery and glassy phase transitions (10-30 °C), the moduli of the 5B-Li and 5B-Na blends
are an order of magnitude lower than the group of blends containing the divalent
counterions. The large difference between the two groups can be explained by the presence
of interfacial adhesion which allows reinforcement of the glassy matrix by the rubbery
component. Besides, the result might also imply a significant change in the blend
morphologies as a result of the specific interactions in which the 5B-Li and 5B-Na blends
show a dispersion of the glassy phase in the rubbery phase while other blends exhibit a
nearly co-continuous phase. Further evidence could be found in the fracture surface
morphologies discussed in a later section. In the plateau region ranging from 1 10 to 200
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°C, a similar difference in modulus is observed which is again attributed ,o a stronger
physical crosslinlc network sustained by favo^ble interfacial adhesion. On the other hand.
tf>e comparison between the compression molded and soludon cast samples reveals little
difference in the temperature dependence of E', except for an extended plateau
..gion
exhibited by the solution cast blends. TOs may be ascribed to the emergence of an
interconnecting crystalline domain among the amorphous components in the solution
crystallized case.
Figure 5.6 summarizes the tensile properties of selected blends. The 5B-Li and 5B.
Na blends were not examined due to their poor specimen qualities (such as uneven fihx.
thickness and poor mechanical integrity). The 5B-Cu blend shows promising tensile
properties, however, good tensile specimens could not be obtained due to its unusually
viscous solution mixture which made it impossible to avoid air bubbles during film
formation. Both the Young's modulus and the tensile strength show little variation among
the blends examined. Similar behavior has been observed with the room temperature-
storage modulus which involves smaU strain measurements. However, the large
deformation behavior (the toughness and the % elongation at break) show dramatic
variations among die blends. The 5B-Ni blend sustains the largest elongation up to 600%
and has the highest toughness value. The inferior performance of the 5B-Ca blend is
predictable because of the lack of strong specific intermolecular interactions and poor phase
mixing. However, it may seem contradictory that its modulus and tensile strength are as
high as those of the transition metal containing blends. This might be attributed to the
presence of a certain amount of ion-dipole interactions at the interface as a result of the high
charge density of Ca^"^ as previously proposed. However, the short range ion-dipole
interactions are not strong enough to sustain large deformations of the matrix and thus lead
to early brittle failure in the tensile measurements. On the other hand, the dramatic
increases in the elongation at break and toughness in the transition metal containing blends
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asco« to U,e.
„o„-.ansit,o„ ™e.a, cou„,en,a„s, appears » be a ™a„ifes.do„ of ..e
s.eng.h Of .he imerfacial adhesion as a.suUof the fon^.on of coordination complexes in
the former. The almost three fold increasp in th. .1l ia e in the elongation at break of the 5B-Ni blend is
quite unexpected on this basis, however. TTie strength of the interactions in the 5B-Ni
blend as assessed by the frequency of the completed pyridine IR stretching vibration is
compamble to that of Co and less than that of Zn CTable 5.3). Further, the degree of
mterfacial mixing as judged from the ftacdon of material present at the interface is much
less for Ni than Zn (Figure 5.3). At this stage, the origin of such synergistic properiy
enhancement exhibited by the 5B-Ni blend is not well understCKxl. However, based on the
evidence obtained, it is speculated that an optimum combination of die amount of interfacial
adhesion, die extent and strength of die specific interactions might be partially responsible
for the exceptional tensile perfomiance of die 5B-Ni blend. More importantly, such
findings have led to die reaU.ation diat the counterion effect is a complex function of the
nature, strengdi and extent of the interactions widiin die blend matrix. The very large
elongation at break in die 5B-Ni blend might also be indicative of a monihology in which
the rubbery phase is continuous or nearly so. This might arise as a consequence of the
blend preparation processing. This remains speculative in die absence of definitive
morphological information for the blends.
5.3.5 Fracture Surface Morphologies
Figure 5.7 shows the SEM micrographs of the ft-eeze fracture surfaces of the
blends. The 5B-U and 5B-Na blends clearly exhibit a macrophase separated morphology.
The transition metal containing blends, on die other hand, exhibit relatively smooth
surfaces which provides further evidence that compatibility is achieved. However, the
roughened surface features observed for die 5B-Ca blend which clearly differ from the
macrophase separated morphologies in the 5B-Li and 5B-Na blends, offer evidence for a
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degree of in.rfacia, adhe.on in :his blend and perhaps a ^o^ho.ogica. deference between
It and the Group I metal containing blends.
5.3.6 Crystallization and Melting Behavior
-n^e crystallization and melting behavior of the semiciystalline ionome. are
compared and contrasted before and after blending. Consecutive heating and coohng
cycles were perfon^ed on both the quenched ionomers and the blends. The transition
temperatures and the corresponding enthalpy changes ai. recorded in Table 5.6. During
the heating cycle, only the Li. Na and Zn ionomers undergo cold ciystallization followed
by melting at higher temperatures. Tl.e 5B-Li, 5B-Ca, 5B-Co and 5B-Cu blends behave
similarly during heating. During the cooling cycle, crystallization is observed only for the
zinc ionomer. It is apparent that the ciystalhzation behavior of the ionomers is influenced
to various extents by the different counterions present and the mixing between the ionomer.
and the 5EAVP polymer. However, due to the widely different crystallization rates of the
individual blends and ionomers, their crystallization behavior could not be fully
characterized under the current experimental conditions.
Isothermal crystallization was carried out on the amorphous blends and ionomers.
The crystallization temperature T, was chosen as 150 °C, a temperature at which the
crystallization process can be fully characterized. At the end of the process, the
isothermaUy crystallized samples were heated to their molten state to determine the melting
behavior. Table 5.7 summarizes the results of the crystallization kinetics and melting
behavior studies. The crystalhzation half-time t^^ defined as the time required to attain half
of the total crystallinity. is used as a measure of the rate of crystallization at a particular T^.
Results show that the crystallization rate of the ionomers is highly dependent upon
the counterions in that the Li. Na and Zn ionomers crystallize fairiy rapidly while the rest of
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*en, do not complete the process within the experitnental d.e fi^e. Studies have shown
that ionic gn,ups located at po,yn,er chain ends accelerate the ovenUl oystalli.tion tate of
.he polytner by providing specific sites for nucleation.-- Based on such findings the
d.ffe..nt co^stallization nttes observed in the PET ionon,e. is ascfibed to the difference in
the nucleation efficiency of the metal neumUized ionic groups that are incorporated along
0.e chatn backbone. Comparing the t,„ values of the ionomers wid, their corresponding
blends, it is noted that the oystallizadon rate of the Li and Na ionomers
..mains virtually
the same after blending, whUe in the case of Zn, the rate is sUghUy enhanced in the blend
The invariant crystallization rate of d,e Li and Na ionomers provide additional evidence that
both blends are strongly phase separated Unlike the Zn ionomer, the crystalUzation rates
of the Ca, Co, Ni and Cu ionomers are significandy enhanced upon blending wi± the
5EAVP homopolymer to the extent Aat their t,„ values can be successfuUy detemiined
within the experimental time frame. TTte findings in Chapter 3 have indicated d,at transition
metal complexaaon between funcuonalized polymer chains is mote effective in accelemting
the crystallization process by offering more stable and efficient nucleating sites. Hence, the
dramatic rate enhancement in the transition metal containing blends as compai^l to their
corresponding ionomers is attributed to the presence of strong complexation between die
two polyitier phases. However, in die case of the Ca ionomer, a similar late enhancement
is observed in the blend despite the absence of strong ionic complexation as demonsnated
by die transition metal containing blends. A possible explanation could be due to die
presence of ion-dipole interactions between the highly charged Ca^* ion of die ionomer
phase and die polar moieties of die 5EAVP phase which results in an inci«ase in nucleation
efficiency. Moreover, such a finding helps to confirm diat, unUke die Li and Na ionomers,
diere is indeed some interfacial interaction between die Ca ionomer and die SEAVP which
leads to the enhancement of its modulus and die modification of die crystallization behavior
of the ionomer in the blend.
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F-gure 5.8 shows the
.eldng behavior of .he isoAennany a,s,aUized ionomers
and .he blends.
.eUing
.ansi.ons and
.he degree of c.ys.a.ini.y a..ained are recorded
u. Table 5.7. ,. should be „o.ed .ha. a,e observed
.uldple n,el.ing endo.henns of ,he
.onome. are
.ypical of .ha. for se.r.c„s.alUne PET." d,em^ scans have shown a,a.
the population of crystals formed can be divided into 1 m.in ^r.uc u u a i a groups according to their
melting transition temperatures: 160, 195 and 205 ^C; the relative proportion of which
varies with the counterion of the ionomer and also its intemctions with the 5EAVP
polymer. In the case of the Li and Na ionomer., the melting behavior remains almost
unchanged after blending as is typical of macrophase separated blends. For ionomer.
containing the divalent metal ions, the majority of the crystals melts at around 195 °C.
However, the degree of crystallinity attained is strongly dependent on the nature of the
counterion. As mentioned before, the crystalUzation of some of the ionomers is so slow
that the whole process cannot be fully observed within the experimental time frame.
Therefore, the observed degree of crystallinity is partially detemiined by the kinetics of the
process and the value should not be treated as an equilibrium quantity. Upon blending, the
crystal population becomes as diverse as that of the 5B-Li and 5B-Na blends except that the
crystals are less perfect as shown by a relatively lower contribution to the endothermic
transition at around 205 °C. In addition, the degree of crystallinity attained is significantly
enhanced as a result of the ionic interactions in the blend matrix which helps to increase the
crystallization rate. Moreover, it is interesting to note that both the extent of crystallization
and tiie melting behavior of the ionomers become less dependent on the counterions in the
blends tiian it is in the PET-SO3M polymers themselves.
5.4 Conclusions
The effects of counterions on the phase behavior and mechanical properties of an
ionomeric blend of poly(ethyl acrylate-co-4-vinylpyridine) with metal neutralized
sulfonated poly(etiiylene terephthalate) is investigated. The nature of the specific
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intermolecular interactions between the vinylpyridine groups and the metal neumUized
sulfonate groups is examined by FTIR spectroscopy. Results show that the vinylpyridine
complexes strongly with the transition metal ions which include Co^ Ni^ Cu^^ and
Zn^^ and no interactions are found with Li^ or Na^ In the case of Ca^ some evidence
exists for enhanced interfacial adhesion probably due to ion-dipole interactions.
CompatibUity is observed for the transition metal containing blends as evidenced by their
glass transition behavior probed by DSC and DMTA. The relative extent of compatibility is
assessed by the amount of interfacial material present. The ultimate tensUe properties of the
transition metal containing blends exhibit significant improvement relative to the non-
transition metal containing blends due to the lack of favorable interfacial adhesion via
specific intermolecular interactions in the latter. However, the relative extent of property
enhancement among the compatiblized blends is found to be a complex function of the
nature, strength and extent of transition metal complexation within the blend matrix. There
is some indication that the Ca^^ and the transition metal containing blends exhibit a co-
continuous morphology while the Li"" and Na"" containing blends have a dispersed glassy
phase in a rubbery matrix. On the other hand, the crystalline behavior of the PET ionomers
exhibits a strong dependence on both the counterions and their interactions with the 5EAVP
polymer. The crystallization rate of the ionomers is significantly increased upon blending
due to the enhanced nucleation efficiency derived from the ionic clusters of specific
interacting sites. The crystalhne morphology as indicated by the multiple melting
transitions is also modified as a result of the interactions of the ionomers with the 5EAVP
polymer.
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Table 5.3
FTIR Results: Peak Assignments for Pyridine Ring Stretching
in the 1650-1550 cm ' Region
polymer peak^^^p,,, (cm'^) peakf^ (cm'^)
5B-Li
5B-Na
5B-Ca
5B-Co
5B-Ni
5B-Cu
5B-Zn
1615
1615
1618
1620
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
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1650 1630 1610 1590 1570 1550
Wavenumber (cm -i
)
Figure 5.1 FTIR spectra for 5EAVP, PET and 5B-M blends.
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Wavenumber (cm -i
)
Figure 5.2 Kl lK spectra for 5B-M blends after subtraction; the
subtraction was performed based on the peak at 1580 cm'\
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li Na Ca Co Ni Cu Zn
5B-M Blends
Figure 5.3 The extent of interfacial mixing Wj of the 5B-M
blends based on phase composition calculation.
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of the tensile properties of solution cast
blends of 5B-Ca, 5B-Co, 5B-Ni and 5B-Zn.
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5B-Li
5B-Na
Figure 5.7 SEM micrographs for freeze fracture surfaces of solution
cast blends of 5B-M.
(Continued, next page)
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Figure 5.7 (continued)
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Figures.? (continued)
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Temperature (°C)
Figure 5.8 DSC thermograms showing the melting behavior of the
isothermally crystallized samples of 5B-M blends and 4PET-SO3M
homopolymers.
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CHAPTER 6
BLENDS OF NYLON 4 WITH LITHIUM NEUTRALIZED
SULFONATED POLYSTYRENE:
COMPATIBILITY ENHANCEMENT
6.1 Introduction
In recent years, polymer blends of nylon 6 (N6) with a lighUy sulfonated
polystyrene have been the focus of several studies.' ' Results showed that enhanced
compatibility was observed, the degree of which depends upon the choice of the
counterions of d,e ionomer and the ion content or the distance between the ionic moieties
along the polymer chains. In this study, another member of the nylon family, polyamide 4
or nylon 4 (N4), is explored. N4 has a higher amide group frequency than that of N6,
namely 20 vs 14.3 amide groups per 100 chain atoms.^ With the increase in the amide
group frequency and thus the amount of hydrogen bonding, it is obvious that N4 will
crystalUze more readily to yield a higher melting transition and a higher level of aystallinity
than N6. In blending N4 with lightly sulfonated polystyrene, it is interesting to examine
how the extent of compatibility via the specific intemiolecular interactions is influenced by
the competing crystallization of the N4 component in the matrix and vice versa. Lithium
was chosen as the counterion of the ionomer partly because interactions between Uthium
cations and amide functional groups have been shown to be favorable based on a small-
molecule study. However, it is cautioned that when the same principle is applied to high
molecular weight polymer systems, factors such as the proximity of the interacting groups,
polymer chain conformations, and mobOity should be taken into consideration. Despite the
complexities involved with long chain molecules, favorable mixing has been observed for
blends of N6 with SPS-Li.^
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The chaUenges inherent in the N4/SPS-Li blend system are the high water affinity
in particular that of N4, the extremely fast crystalUzation
.te of the N4 component, and the
thennal instability near its melting point.^ However, the extremely high moisture
sensitivity of N4 (about 28% abso^.on at 99% relative humidity), which is similar to that
of cotton in its absorbance over the whole n^ge of relative humidities,^ renders it an
interesting material for blend study, especially in textile applications. In this chapter,
thermal analysis techniques, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and dynamic
mechanical thenxml analysis (DMTA). are employed to examine the degree of compatibUity
of this multiphase polymer blend system. Tl.e wide angle X-ray diffmction (WAXD)
technique is used to examine the crystalline structure of N4 in the blend matrix. The degi^e
of crystallinity of N4 and any mcxiification of the crystal structure within the matrix wUl be
examined with respect to their impact on the compatibilization of the two otherwise
immiscible polymers. Due to the high water affinity of the N4 component, additional
studies are necessary to examine the role of water on the blend compatibilization.
6.2 Experimental Section
Materials Used. Nylon 4 (polypyrroUdone) was purchased from Barson Corp. It
was purified by dissolving in formic acid and precipitating into distilled deionized water.
Atactic polystyrene (PS) was purchased from Polymer Laboratories Ltd. The weight
average molecular weight of PS is 1 15 000 and the polydispersity index is less than 1.04.
PS was sulfonated using the method of Makowski et al.^^ The degree of sulfonation was
found to be 9.7 mol % by titration and was confirmed by elemental analysis. The
sulfonated PS in acid form was subsequendy neutralized with lithium hydroxide to yield
SPS-Li. The chemical structures of both polymers are schematically shown in Figure 6.1.
All other chemicals and solvents were obtained from Fisher Scientific. They were used
without further purification except m-cresol. which was purified by simple distillation.
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Molecular Weight Determination of Nylon 4. Viscometric measurements were
performed to determine the viscosity-average molecular weight (MJ of N4. The intrinsic
viscosity [r|] was determined in m-cresol at 25 °C using a Cannon Ubbelohde viscometer.
[Til was found to be 4.39 dL/g. Using the Mark-Houwink equation, [j]] = KCMJ" , where
K and a are equal to 3.98 x 10"^ dL/g and 0.77, respectively,^^ it was found that is
equal to 178 000.
Blend Preparation. N4/SPS-Li blends with compositions of 90/10, 70/30, 50/50,
30/70, and 10/90 (w/w) were prepared. Weighed amounts of N4 and SPS-Li were
dissolved separately in a solvent mixture of 80/20 (v/v) m-cresol/methanol at room
temperature to yield a 5% (w/v) solution. The polymer solutions were mixed in a nitrogen
atmosphere at 60 °C to lower the solution viscosity for enhanced mixing. After 6 hours of
mixing, the blend was isolated by precipitating into hexane and was further Soxhlet
extracted in hexane for 5 days to remove most of the m-cresol. The products were dried at
60 °C under vacuum for 1 week. They were then ground to a fine powder at cryogenic
temperature. To remove the residual amount of m-cresol, the powdered samples were
further heated to 130 °C for 20 hours under vacuum. The homopolymers, N4 and SPS-Li,
and an unmodified blend of N4/PS-50/50 were treated under identical conditions as the
blends for purposes of comparison.
TGA Measurements. A Perkin-Elmer TGA-7 was used to obtain the thermal
gravimetric measurements in a nitrogen atmosphere. Isothermal scans were performed at
130 °C to determine the water content of the samples. Thermal scans from 25 to 550 °C at a
rate of 20 °C/min were also made to determine if there was residual solvent such as m-
cresol remaining in the samples after drying.
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DSC Measurements. A Perkin-ElmiTDimrc ia E er uSC-7 was used to obtain the DSC
thermograms and was calibrated BHthinrfi,™ cuora wi mdium. Experunents were run with samples ranging
from 10 to 15 mg under a dry nitrogen purge to pievent moisture and oxidative
degntdation. All samples were first heated to .275 =C for 1 min at a rate of 20 'C/mi„ and
quiclcty quenched to
-20 =C to desuoy the themial histoty. TTiey were then scanned from
-20 to .275 »C at a rate of 20 »C7min. The glass transition temperatu^s (T.) weie taken as
die mid-point of the change in heat capacity. THe melting temperatures rr„) wete taken as
U.e peaks of the endothenns. The heats of fusion (AH„) we. measured by calculaung the
area under the melting endothemis and wete nomialized per gram of N4 in the blends.
DMTA Measurements. Tlie dynamic mechanical ptopernes of the blends we.*
measured using a Polymer Laboratories PL-DMTA instrument at a frequency of 1 Hz. TTie
samples were prepared by compression molding under low ptessuie in a nitrogen
amiosphere at 275 °C for 1 min to emse the thermal history and were cooled rapidly
between two cold metal plates. The sample sizes were approximately 25 mm x 12 mm x
0.5 mm. Experiments were performed in a single cantilever mode using a 2-mm ftee
length fem -1 10 to 200 <>C at a rale of 2 °C/min. The glass transition temperamres were
taken as the peaks in the tan 5 plots.
WAXD Measurements. A wide-angle X-ray diffractometer with Cu Ka radiation
was used to obtain diffractograms. The instrument was operated at an accelerating voltage
of 39 KV and a current of 30 mA. The angular range scanned was between 29 = 2 and
44°. The step size was 0. 1° with a sampUng time of 60 seconds per increment. All
measurements were obtained with samples prepared in a similar manner to those of the
DMTA samples.
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6.3 Results and Discussions
6.3.1 TGA Study
As mentioned previously, U,e homopoly.e., N4 and SPS-Li, a. highly water
affected to v.,o„s e.ten. by the amount of water presen. Add.tiona,,, N4 is the^aUy
unstabie at elevated temperatures.' Wore, extreme caution was necessary to monitor
the water content of the samples and their integrity upon vigorous drying at a high
temperature.
Two drying procedures were developed to prepare samples with different water
contents. After samples were compression molded, they were dried either (a) at room
temperature under vacuum in the presence of anhydrous phosphorus pentoxide (PA) or
(b) at 130 °C for 10 hours under vacuum. Samples that were treated with method a are
designated as "quenched/wef samples ("Q/W") while those with method b are designated
as "annealed/dry" samples ("A/D"). All the treated samples were subjected to TGA
measurements to detemine the final water content, and the results are summarized in
Figure 6.2. It is clear that high temperature drying is capable of removing virtually all the
water from the samples. However, it is cautioned that the diying t,-eatment would cause the
N4 component in the blend to further crystallize and thus lead to changes in the properties
of the crystalline and amorphous phases. In view of the complications induced by the
crystallinity effect of N4 and die water content effect, the phase behavior of the blend
system will be addressed with respect to these two variables.
6.3.2 DSC Study
In this part of the study, the ciystallinity effect of N4 is examined in relation to the
phase behavior of the blend system. The samples examined here are considered to be in
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their driest state. Samples with two levels of crystalling.c ci r ta h ity were prepared. The low-
crystallinity samples, designated as "quenched" ..n.ni
. ,
^
"'^"^ '^P^^S'^ere obtained by cooling rapidlyfrom the molten state at 275
.
the DSC chamber, higH-crystallinity samples
des«as".nealed" samples, wereobta^edby.^^
state at 275 to -20 and subsequently heating at 130 for 10 hou..
DSC thermograms showing the glass tr^sitions of the quenched and annealed
samples are depicted in Figure 6.3, and the values are summarized in Table 6 1 It is
Observed that both sets of the samples exhibit one broad T, intennediate to those of their
homopolymer constituents. One exception is the 70 wt % N4 blends which show two
partially resolved T^'s which become more prominent upon annealing. Unlike the
N4/SPS-Li blends, the unmodified N4/PS-50/50 blend, not shown here, displays two
distinct T^'s characteristic of the two homopolymer constituents. Tl.is suggests that N4 is
made compatible with SPS-Li in the amorphous phase by virtue of the specific
intermolecular interactions between the amide groups and the lithium sulfonate groups over
the entire composition range. However, the partial phase separation observed in the 70 wt
% N4 blends is not well understood.
Further evidence regarding the enhanced compatibiUzation of the N4/SPS-Li blends
can be discerned from the melting and crystallization behavior of the N4 component in the
blend matrix. It is worth noting that, owing to the extremely fast crystalUzation rate,
completely amorphous N4 is practically impossible to obtain. However, as shown in
Figure 6.4 and Table 6.1, both the quenched and annealed blends show a monotonic
decrease of T^ with increasing SPS-Li content in the matrix. The blends are rendered
completely amorphous when the N4 content reaches the critical limit of 50 wt % in the
quenched blend matrices and 30 wt % in the annealed blend matrices. The difference in the
critical limit between the quenched and annealed blends is probably due to the further
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crystallization of N4 uoon ann^Qiin^ tu
N4/PS 50/50 b. H
'"^ N4/SPS-U.50/50 and
o Z '""^"^^ - *^^«onf N4 due to the enhanced mixing FiomTahl.Ai , .. fr Tab e 6. 1
,
melting behavior shows that the T of
the modified blend is deoiessed hv in °n . u i l ,pre sedbylO CwhUe that of the unmodified blend indicates no
changes as compared to the pure N4. TT,is fu„her supports that the enhanced
compatibmzation of the N4/SPS-Li blends via the specific interactions is achieved and
manrfested by a significant modification of the melting and cystalli.tion behaviorof the
N4 component in the compatible blends.
TT^e values of the annealed samples are consistenUy higher than those of the
quenched samples when the blends are in the semicrystalline/amon.hous state. However
no differences are observed when the blends are in the amo^hous/amon^hous state. Tl,ese
results are summarized in Figure 6.5 and Table 6.1. T^e differences found in the values
of the quenched and annealed samples may be attributed to the preferential enrichmlt of
the SPS-Li component in the mixed amorphous phase when the N4 component in that
phase undergoes crystallization as shown from the increase in the nomialized AH, upon
annealing at a high temperature. However, the extent of the increase might be
underestimated due to the melting/ciystalUzation activity occurring at temperatures above
Tg. A better estimate could possibly be obtained from the WAXD analysis and will be
discussed later. DSC themiograms of the melting behavior of the quenched and annealed
samples are shown in Figure 6.6, and the values of and AH, are summarized in Table
6.1. It is observed that there is an overall increase in the contribution of the lower melting
endotherms in the annealed samples. This could possibly be associated with the growth of
the less perfect crystals or crystals of different sizes within the blend matrix upon
annealing. It is further speculated that these newly grown crystals could act, in part, as
small cross links to stiffen the amorphous mixed phase and contribute to the increase in T .
A schematic diagram, shown in Figure 6.7, is proposed to illustrate the morphological
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Changes occurring for the quenched and annealed N4/SPS-Li b.ends in *e
semicrystalUne/amorphous
state.
6.3.3 DMTA Study
In this part of the study, the storage modulus and the loss characteristics of the
cotnpatible blends are examined.
,t ,s anticipated that the analysis can provide further
tnstght into the blend motphologies and the nature of the specific interactions which leads
.0 the enhanced compatibilization. Due to the high water afnnity of the N4 component
the blends, additional studies are necessary to examine the role of water on the blend
compatibilization.
in
The moduH of the compatible blends ai-e examined. Figure 6.8 shows the
temperature dependence of the storage modulus of the Q/W and A/D N4/SPS-Li blends.
Both homopolymers, N4 and SPS-Li, show an extended rubbery plateau above T^,
characteristic of a physically crosslinked network due to either the crystalline structure of
N4 or the microphase separation of the ionic aggregates of SPS-Li. For the Q/W blends,
with the addition of SPS-Li into the N4 matiix, the width of the rubbery plateau decreases
which indicates that the crosslinked networks of the two polymers are gradually disrupted
by the intimate mixing. In particular, for the N4/SPS-Li-30/70 and 10/90 blends, their
crosslinked networks are completely destroyed by the favorable mixing of the two
polymers via the specific interactions as evidenced by the complete elimination of the
rubbery plateau region. In addition, blends containing up to 50 wt % N4 show a slight
increase in the plateau modulus above Tg. This could be due to some crystallization
occurring at temperatures above Tg. In conU'ast, such an increase in modulus is not
observed in the case of A/D blends as shown in Figure 6.8, probably because the A/D
samples are previously ti'eated at 130 T, during which the N4 component has achieved its
equilibrium crystallinity upon annealing. The A/D blends exhibit similai- disruption of their
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rubbery plateaus upon blending, though a verv ^m^u nio.o u6, uiu n y small plateau can be found for the N4/SPS-
Li-30/70 and 10^0 blends, probably as a result of annealing.
The tan 5 spectra of both the Q/W and A/D blends are examined. Figure 6.9 shows
the composition dependence of the tan 5 peak values of the a-relaxation for the Q/W and
A/D blends. It is found that the tan 6 peak values for the AAD samples are significantly
higher than those of the Q/W samples, with the greatest differences being observed for
samples containing 70, 50 and 30 wt % of N4 component. This strongly suggests that the
water molecules act as a plasticizer within the Q/W blend matrices. More interestingly, it is
observed that Q/W N4 and Q/W N4/SPS-Li-90/10 blend, which have the highest water
contents, do not correspondingly exhibit the largest suppression of tan S peak values by
virtue of the plasticization effect. It is thus speculated that plasticization might not be the
only molecular mechanism that affects the relaxation behavior of the matrices. DSC studies
indicate that in the absence of water increases when the samples are subjected to high-
temperature annealing. It is therefore believed that the changes in the phase compositions
and hence the blend morphologies upon high-temperature annealing/drying are likely to
influence the relaxation behavior to some extent. Evidence is to be found by examining the
shape and broadness of the a-relaxation processes of the N4/SPS-Li blends.
Figure 6. 10 shows the temperature dependence of the tan 8 for the Q/W and A/D
samples. For the pure N4 and N4/SPS-Li-90/10 blend, the tan 5 peaks are much broader
and less well-defined for the Q/W samples than those for the A/D samples. It is probable
that the peak broadening, extending to the subzero temperatures, is a result of the relaxation
of a broad range of microenvironments possibly created by the selective distribution of
water molecules within tiie Q/W blend matrices. This supposition is substantiated by the
following finding. Figure 6. 1 1 shows the temperature dependence of the tan 6 spectra of
pure N4 wiUi different levels of water content. The sample with the highest water content
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of 1 3.6% exhibits a strong relaxation at around 0 with an extended shoulder near 60
As the water content of the sample is reduced to 7.5%, the intensities of both the high-
tempen^ture and low-tempe.ture peaks become similar in magnitudes and hence they
evolve into a broad peak. When the water content decreases to near 0%, the high-
tempemture peak becomes much narrower and distinct with a peak value at around 80 °C
while the low-temperature peak disappears. The series of transitions observed due to the
differences in water content are explained as follows. The low-tempei.ture peak at around
0 °C is attributed to the relaxation process characteristic of the wet region of the polymer
matrix. The accompanying shoulder at a higher temperature around 60 °C is probably
associated with the relaxation behavior of the partially dried region of the matrix which
results from the evaporation of water during the course of heating. When the water content
decreases further, the high-temperature peak grows in intensity and shifts upward whUe the
low-temperature peak gradually collapses. Finally, when the sample is close to its driest
state, the high-temperature peak shifts further upward with die complete extinction of the
low-temperature peak. Hence, it is believed that the suppression and the broadening of the
a-relaxation processes of the Q/W N4 and N4/SPS-Li-90/10 blend to lower temperatures
are mainly due to the plasticization by the water molecules. More quantitative studies on
the effects of water on N4 are reported by this laboratory.^^
Similar broad peaks are observed for the N4/SPS-Li-70/30 and 50/50 QAV blends.
Upon drying/annealing, the peaks are shifted to a higher temperature with a shoulder
appearing at tiie low-temperature side. The overall upward shift of the peak temperature,
on the one hand, is related to the suppression of the plasticization mechanism due to the
absence of water molecules as discussed above. On the other hand, the change in the peak
shape suggests that a partial phase separation might take place upon annealing/drying. This
is possible due to a preferential enrichment of the SPS-Li component occurring in the
mixed phase as the N4 component crystallizes during the annealing/drying process.
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Therefore, it is believed that such a chanize in fh^ nhtn ng t e phase composition would lurther
contnbute to the shift of the to higher temperatures.
For the SPS-Li rich blends, the peaks
.e shifted to considerably higher
temperatures and a. slightly broadened for the A/0
..p,.
...p,.,, ,
h..hly amorphous after the annealing/drying process as revealed by DSC studies. Hence it
.s unlikely that the. is any crystallization at^cting the
.laxation to any significant extent
instead, the peak broadening could be an indication of the morphological changes which
conu-ibute to the enormous change in the tan 6 peak value in addition to the major
plasticization effect. However, it is noted that the pure SPS-Li exhibits no significant
changes in the peak position and peak width between the Q/W and A/D samples.
Therefore, it is interesting to find that with the incorporation of 30 wt % or less N4 into the
SPS-Li mau-ix. the properties of the latter can be dramatically modified by only a few
percentage of water present in the blends.
6.3.4 WAXD Study
WAXD analysis is used to probe the changes in the crystalline pha.se upon
blending. The measurements are capable of providing more representative information
about the phase behavior of the blends without the accompanying thermal effect imposed
during the course of the experiments.
Figure 6. 12 shows the WAXD patterns of both the Q/W and A/D N4/SPS-Li
blends. Due to the overlap of the scattering from the crystalline component of N4 with that
from the amorphous halos which consist of both the N4 and SPS-Li, it is very difficult to
estimate the degree of crystallinity with reasonable precision. However, the WAXD
patterns qualitatively show a significant increa.se in the degree of crysUillinity of the N4
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component upon drying/annealing at nn »r -n,-S nea m at 130 C. This confmns the tesulis obtained from DSC
studies that the depletion of the N4 com^nen. in the »,o,hous n,i.ed phase is signiT.cant
and leads to an incase u, the of the b.ends. Fo. the Q/W samples, ctystalline scattering
can only be detected up to 70 w, % of N4, unlike the results obtained from DSC that
ctystallinity can be detected up to 50 w. % of N4, which is pn,bably due to the funher
cystallization of N4 during the thermal heating above T, in the DSC chamber. Tl.e
WAXD pattern of the Q/W N4 shows two stn,„g reflections from the (200) and (020)
cystal planes a. spacings 4.33 and 3.71 A, respectively. Tl-e (200) and the (020) plane
spacings are characteristic of the polyamides for their interchain distance within a
hydrogen-bonded sheet and the intersheet distance, respectively."-'' The addition of the
SPS-Li component to N4 results in an inctease in the d-spacings of the (200) and (020)
oystal planes of N4 as shown in Table 6.2. With the observed small change in the d-
spacings, i, is highly unlikely that the sulfonate greups of the SPS-U component can ft,
easily in the tight ct^stalline matrix. However, such change could be associated with the
modification of the nature of the amotphous phase as a tesull of the enhanced mixing of the
N4 and SPS-Li components. It is also noted that the scattering patterns become mote
diffuse upon annealing. This could be due to the growth of new N4 crystals of increased
disorder because of the constraints imposed by the specific interactions with the SPS-Li
components. As mentioned above, these new crystals residing in the amorphous phase
could potentially act as small cross links to stiffen the amotphous mixed phase and
contribute to the increase in T
6.4 Conclusions
N4 is made compatible with SPS-Li in the amorphous phase by virtue of the
specific intermolecular interactions between the amide groups and the lithium sulfonate
groups over the entire composition range as evidenced by the Tg measurements using DSC
and DMTA. The presence of a small amount of water is found to profoundly affect the
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dynamic mechanical propenies of
.heco«e blends as shown by U,e dep.ssio„ of
T, s by DMTA. The subse<,ue„.
..oval of water f.™
.e blend ma^ces suppresses
.e
plasucization effect exerted by the water molernt. h„ u . .y lecules. However, the drying treatment leads to
a funher crystallisation of the N4 component which in turn results in changes in the
morphologies and pn^perties of the crystalline and amorphous phases. As shown from the
DSC and WAXD studies, an increase in the level of crystalUnity of the N4 component in
•he blends leads to an increase in the T^'s by means of the preferential enrichment of the
amorphous phase by the SPS-Li component and the stiffening effect due to the growth of
.he less ordered N4 crystals upon annealing. TT,erefore, it is believed that both the increase
in the level of crystallinity and the suppression of the plasticization contribute to the
increase in the T^'s of the blends upon dtying/annealing, the degree of which depends
whether the blends are in the semicrystalhne/amorphous state or amorphous/amoT,hous
suite. In addition to the T, measurements, the blend compatibilization is manifest by the
significant modificarion or suppression of the melting and crystallization of die N4
component in the blends as observed by DSC. Addidonally, the moduli of the compatible
blends decrease, indicating the disruption of the physically ciosslinked network,
characteristic of the homopolymers, due to the intimate mixing of both polymers.
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Figure 6.1 Chemical structures of (a) N4 and (b) SPS-Li.
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Figure 6.2 Detennination of water content ofQ/W and AA) samples byTGA measured at 130 °C in a dry nitrogen atmosphere. ^
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Figure 6.3 DSC thermograms showing the glass transition behavior
of the quenched and annealed N4/SPS-Li blends.
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Figure 6.5 Comparison of the T 's as a function of blend compositions
between the quenched and annealed N4/SPS-Li blends.
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Figure 6.9 Comparison of the tan 5 peak values as a function of blend
compositions between the Q/W and A/D N4/SPS-Li blends.
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Figure 6.1 1 Dynamic mechanical spectra (tan 5) of pure N4 with different
levels of water content recorded at 1 Hz at a scan rate of 2 °C/min.
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CHAPTER 7
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This work is devoted to a systematic study of semiciystalline/amorphous
lonomeric blends (EAVP/PET-SO3M and N4/SPS-Li) which has provided valuable
insights into the rich and complex multiphase behavior at both microscopic and
macroscopic levels. The study demonstrates the successful and effective use of specific
intermolecular interactions between polymer chain segments to compatibilize otherwise
immiscible blend systems with the ultimate enhancement of their mechanical properties.
The degree of phase mixing is found to influence the phase behavior and the
morphologies of the semicrystalline component in various ways which include the
crystallization kinetics and mechanism and the melting behavior. Although the
crystallization of the semicrystalline component is found to induce a certain degree of
phase separation, the system remains compatibilized by virtue of the presence of specific
interactions.
As in any investigations, there are always questions remained to be examined and
phenomena remained to be explored. Based on the results derived from this work, the
following research direction is proposed to further enhance our fundamental
understanding of the structure/property relationships of ionomeric blend systems which
contain semicrystalline component(s).
The challenge of working with semicrystalline/amorphous blend systems such as
EAVP/PET-SO3M blend is the crystallinity of the PET-SO3M component. The
differences between the properties of the crystalline and the amorphous phase must be
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accounted for
.
the characterization of this type of blends. However, it is impossible to
van. the blend compositions and/or the functionalization level of the semict^stalUne
component without affecting the c^stallinity and the ctystallization kinetics. Therefore
.n order to decouple the influence of crystallization from the overall phase behavior of the
system, a parallel analysis with an amoiphous/amorphous counterparts is needed One
suggestion is the use of "amorphous PET", designated as PETG, in which the ethylene
glycol monomer is substituted with a certain amount of 1.4-cyclohexanedimethanol or
diethylene glycol during the polymerization of the sulfonated PET.^ As a result, the
crystallization kinetics of the semicrystalline PETG is significantly reduced such that the
polymer can be treated as amorphous. In this way, a parallel comparison between the
amorphous/amorphous EAVP/PETG-SO3M and the semicrystalline/amorphous
EAVP/PET-SO3M could lead to a better understanding of the impact of crystallization on
the compatibility behavior and the mechanical properties of the system. Such comparison
might also shed lights on the reason why complete miscibilization of the EAVP/PET-
SO3M is not achieved even at the highest functionalization level, 10 mol %; whereas in
the case of the amorphous/amorphous systems such as the EAVP/PS-S03M,^"^ they
exhibit complete miscibilization with functionalization level above 5 mol %.
The investigation of the EAVP/PET-SO3M system has been focused on the
influence of: (1) the stoichiometry of the interacting groups; (2) the functionalization
levels of both constituent polymers; and (3) the nature of the counterions of the ionomer
component, in relation to the overall compatibilization and the mechanical properties of
the system as compared to the unmodified counterparts. Despite the dramatic property
enhancement obtained as a result of the favorable interfacial adhesions between blend
components, the mechanical properties remain inferior to those of pure PET. One of the
major reasons is probably due to the extremely low molecular weight (MW) of the
sulfonated PET polymers (Table 4.1) and thus very poor mechanical properties. To
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taCle the problem, a straightforward solution would be to .od.y or .dent.y an alternate
synthetic route such that the polymerization conditions can tole.te the presence of the
sulfonate monotner and thus achieve high MW sulfonated PET. However, this method
m,ght not be feasible economically and it is tempted to resort to the more cost effective
blending approach again. This method involves the concept of a ternary blend which
consists of the EAVP and PET-SO3M components embedded in the high MW PET
matrix. The rubbery phase. EAVP, is made to "anchor" to the PET matrix by means of
the PET-SO3M rich phase as the interfacial agent. The efficiency of this interfacial agent
can be tailored by the amount and the strength of the specific interactions between the
EAVP and the PET-SO3M components. Of equal importance is the interfacial adhesion
between the PET-SO3M phase and the PET matrix for the overall anchorage of the
rubbery phase to the matrix. While the relatively non-polar PET segments of the PET-
SO3M chains are expected to mingle with their similar components in the PET matrix, the
small amount of sulfonate groups which would likely phase separate from the PET
medium of a lower dielectric constant, is made available for the specific intemiolecular
interactions with the vinylpyridine functional groups in the EAVP rich phase. In this
way. the EAVP rubbery phase can potentially be used as an impact modifier for the high
MW PET matrix. A schematic illustrating the concept is shown in Figure 7.1.
As mentioned in section 4.1, the PET-SO3M polymer used in this work is not
well studied as an ionomer and some interesting observations are discovered which
should warrant more intensive investigation. The Tg of the PET ionomer is found to
decrease with increasing sulfonation level which does not agree with the notion that the
ionic aggregation (in the form of multiplets or high order ionic clusters) is responsible for
the increase in T^ as a result of limiting the chain mobility and this phenomenon has been
observed in other ionomers. Such glass transition behavior might be partly related to the
decrease in MW as the sulfonation level increases. However, it might also be associated
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with the nature of ionic aggregation in the matrix and this remains to be explored
Besides, the phase relation between the crystalline domains and the ionic aggregations is
also an itnportant parameter in the fundamental understanding of this semicrystalline
lonomer.
For the N4/SPS-Li blend system, the modification of PS chains with a small
amount of sulfonate groups proves to be an effective means to compatibilize N4 and PS.
However, these blends, while quite high in tensile strength, are brittle. In order to
improve the toughness of N4, a rubbery polymer could be used instead of a glassy one in
the blend. A possible candidate would be ethylene propylene diene monomer terpolymer
(EPDM). By the similar incorporation of a small amount of sulfonate functionalities into
the EPDM chains, favorable interfacial adhesion of the rubbery phase to the N4 matrix
are anticipated via the specific intermolecular interactions between the metal neutralized
sulfonate groups and the amide groups. However, low level of compatibiUzation of the
component polymers is desired so that micro-phase separated rubbery regions can be
formed and uniformly dispersed within the N4 matrix with favorable specific interactions
occurring preferentially at the interfacial regions of the two otherwise immiscible
polymer phases. The extent of the compatibiUzation can be adjusted by controlling the
amount of specific intermolecular interactions between the respective phases which in
turn can be tailored by the level of sulfonation and the choice of the countercations of the
ionomers (the rubbery polymer).
Similar rubber toughening concept can also be applied to the case of glassy
polystyrene where a certain amount of lightly functionalized rubber such as EAVP is
dispersed as a discrete phase in a lightly sulfonated polystyrene matrix. Although this
blend system has been widely studied, it has been focused mainly on the achievement of
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complete n^scibimy using high level of fu„ctio„aii.a.o„. However.co«.,o„
rather than miscibilization is desired in
.he toughening of polystyrene.
The study of semicrystalline/amorphous ionomeric blend systems should naturally
be extended to an even more complex system where two semicystalline components at.
brought together by specific interactions. Based upon the knowledge derived from this
work, it would be tempting to propose the investigation of a semictystalline/semicrys-
talline blend of a nylon (either N4, N6 or N6,6) with a lithium neutralized sulfonated PET
where the mechanism of the specific interactions is found to be successful in promoting
phase mixing. TTie rich and complex multiphase morphologies and their ultimate
influence on the compatibility and mechanical properties of the system pose an
interesting and challenging problem in the future.
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7.1 Schematic illustration of impact modification of high MW PET matrix
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